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Is aFiber Optic System
in your future?...

Cabinets & Closures
.
11.1111111.111111111111.60.

+AT&T is the answer.
Anixter can make your fiber optic system a
reality. We stock all the AT&T products that you
need, including Supertrunk and distribution

fiber optic cables, connectors, closures,
cabinets, tools and test equipment You can
have the best of both worlds — Anixter and AT&T.

Call an Anixter Fiber Optic Specialist:
CATV Fiber Optic Hotline:

1-800-647-7427
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Why Bob Luff
demands excellence

Bob Cuff
Group Vice-President/Technology
Jones Intercable
Bob Lutf is aman of uncompromising integrity and demands. He insists upon the
highest standards available in all products and services that he recommends and uses.
When Bob looks for acompany to provide him with quality in-stock inventory of
converters and amps, or repair service on amps, converters and headend equipment,
he looks to BradPTS.
As our business continues to grow and mature. Ilook for companies that keep
abreast of the changing conditions and technology that confront us today and in the
future. Ihave found BradPTS
to be technically sophisticated,
dependable, honest and willing
to
vidual
work
needs."
with me on my inch-
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When your demands are as
Mira Mr/ 111. gi
a Mr
exacting as Bob's, turn to
BradPTS. We deliver excellence.
BradPTS is aservice and sales company specializing in cable converters, amps.
headend equipment and parts.
BradPTS Corporate Office: Bloomington, IN 1-800-441-1334
General Office: Schenectady. NY 1-800-382-2723
Converter. Amplifier and Headend Sales and Service: Bloomington. IN •Schenectach. NY • Ventura. CA • File. WA •
An .
ada. CO •Longview. TX • Fenton. MI • Pittsburgh. PA • Cherokee. NC • West Columbia. SC •
rapa Ii • lupiter. Fl

See us at the Great Lakes Show, Booths 213 & 215.

See us at the Atlantic Show, Booths 652 & 654.
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Our GM-Hughes
research has done
it again ...so we
can bring you a
high-power solid
state transmitter
that uses 75% less
power and takes
up only half the
floor space.

1
1

•I

Cliff Gorby, AML
Product Manager,
holds GaAs power
amplifier, heart of
new transmitter.

This means you can get up to eight channels in a
rack and less than 100 watts of power dissipation
per channel.

research is employed across the board to bring

the new transmitter is also compatible with that of
the STX-141. maki -ig it possible to expand existing
arrays previously limited by floor space or prime
power consicerations. What's more, when used in
coljunction with our new CORE 3-299 receiver,
you'll be able to demonstrate an 80-channel microwave system with better than 58 dB C/N and 65 dB
C/CTB—evei when all receivers are more than 20

imprDved cable products to you.

miles distant

This new high-power transmitter, Model AMLSSTX-145, from Hughes Aircraft Company is
anotler example of how our advanced aerospace

The SSTX-145 utilizes the latest gallium arsenide
semiconductor technology instead of klystrons.
This translates into less than one quarter of the

You expect breakthroughs in communications
technology fron Hughes, and that's what you get—

prime power and one-half the floor space required
by current AML-STX-141 high power arrays. And allsolic-state technology means improved operating

the latest, most advanced CATV transportation systems available in the world today.
or more information, call Cliff Gorby or any of

to 1.15 GHz) is compatible with all Hughes micro-

our AML specialists at Hughes Aircraft Company,
Microwave Communications Products: (800)
227-7359, ext. 6233. In California: (213) 517-6233.
In Canada: COMLINK Systems, Inc., Pickering,

wave receivers. The multiplexing arrangement of

Ontario, (416) 831-8282.

quai ty and reliability, too.
Ths new solid state transmitter (CARS band 12.7
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Don't knock
an opportunity
To repeat acommon expression heard
during September, "It's time to go back
to school." We're not talking about grammar school or high school but your continuing technical education, which should be
year-round. And in /Twe try to announce
as many possible training opportunities
for CATV installers and technicians available throughout the year.

For outstanding service
But one institution of learning in par-

Paul R. Levine

it's an excellent opportunity to "attend"
aclass without leaving your building. The
last Tuesday of each month, the SCTE
transmits a video seminar over Satcom
F3R, Transponder 7from 12-1 p.m. Eastern time. The session might be a BCT/E
review course, a seminar from a local
group or from the recent Cable-Tec Expo
—or even covering apiece of equipment
from a specific manufacturer. For more
details about this month's Satellite TeleSeminar Program event, check this
month's "Calendar" (page 50) or call the

ticular stands head and shoulders above
the rest in providing the most varied types
of training for the entire CATV industry: the
Society of Cable Television Engineers.
How do they serve you and me? Let me
count the ways:
1) Chapters and meeting groups. As of
this writing, there are about 43 SCTE local
chapters and groups in the United States
composed of SCTE member technicians
and engineers. (In the near future, SCTE
will announce anew level of membership

SCTE.
4) Publications, etc. The SCTE national
headquarters has many outstanding publications, videotapes, audio tapes and
other merchandise available for purchase
at special membership rates. Whether
you're interested in learning more about
signal leakage, safe pole climbing practices, preventive maintenance, implementing stereo headend equipment and
on and on, you'll find what you're looking

for installers.) Most of these groups regularly schedule technical seminars during
the year, usually bimonthly. For more information on the group in your area, check

for in the SCTE's 1988 catalog. Contact
the SCTE and order a copy; then, feast
your eyes on what's available. (And if
you're amember and don't have an SCTE

the listing on page 11.
2) BCT/E. This certification program,

lapel pin, coffee mug or T-shirt, this is your

developed by the Society in 1984, aims to
encourage personal development in
CATV technology, recognize individuals
for the demonstration of their knowledge
and assist management in hiring and promotion processes. To become fully certified at either the technician or engineer
level, you must take (and pass) exams in
each of seven categories. (Attention, installers: Be sure to watch the pages of /T
for the latest news about the SCTE's Installer Certification Program.)

golden opportunity!)
5) Cable-Tec Expo. This annual event
deserves a column all its own and one
paragraph will not suffice (for a recap of
Expo '88, read July's "From the Publisher"). Briefly, the expo is a series of
seminars, hands-on demonstrations, exhibit booths, special events and much,
much more. Next year's expo will beJune
15-18 at the Orange County Convention
Center in Orlando, Fla. Make an extra
effort to be there.

BCT/E certification is here to stay, and
you ought to get involved in the program

Wait — There's more!

for your own personal and professional
development. Do it today. BCT/E review
courses and exams are regularly given at
chapter and meeting group seminars,

time to tell you about the SCTE's Scholarship Assistance Program, "Technology
for Technicians" traveling seminars with

state and regional conventions and SCTEsponsored national events. If you want to
know more about the program, contact
the SCTE at (215) 363-6888.
3) Satellite Tele-Seminars. This program has been around for several years;
6
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I've run out of space, and no

Ralph Haimowitz—or a dozen other opportunities available from the Society.
Stop what you're doing and get involved
in the SCTE. You'll be glad you did.
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Prevent Broken Tap Ports!

It's easy with
the new trap
support
bracket.
Yes,

N

now you can easily
and safely attach multiple
traps without the fear and
expense of broken tap ports.

ow, thanks to the Trap
Support Bracket, you can
easily avoid these• problems. The lightweight aluminum bracket quickly attaches to the strand adjacent to the tap.- You then
have a convenient mount-

I
f you're

like many systems, trapping multiple pay
services, you know the
problems of attaching 3, 4
and 5traps. An inadvertant
bump and the tap port is
broken.

man.
qA111.11AE

Tvsuine.oneem

Call toll-free:
1-800-421-4692
1-800-252-2098

(Calif. only)

ing bracket to which you can
attach multiple traps.

C

all us today and learn more
about this and other innovative
products and services from
Cable TV Supply Company.

Ask for your free sample today.
Part No. 1020-T includes
two special jumper cables.

•

YES!

I'd like more information.

[J Trap Support Bracket
Name
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J Catalogue

Li Price Sheet
Title

Company
Address
City State Zip
Phone No. (

1987 Cable TV Supply Co.

Mail to: Cable TV Supply Co., P.O. Box 80393, Los Angeles, CA 90009
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Cerritos becomes
"A City with Vision"
CERRITOS, Calif.—A citywide celebration
here on Aug. 13 marked the advent of the
nation's largest test of voice, data and
video services. Sponsored by the City of
Cerritos, Apollo CableVision and GTECalifornia, "Cerritos—A City With Vision"
commemorated the construction of a170mile underground coaxial cable system
serving 16,000 homes and 2,000 businesses. It also marked GTE's plans to
construct fiber-optic facilities in the city.
During the celebration, hundreds of
residents and guests experienced handson exhibits of the latest cable and telecommunications technology and equipment, much of which will be used and
tested in Cerritos. Suppliers participating
in the project are American Lightwave
Systems, AT&T Network Systems, GTE
Laboratories and Siecor Corp.

E
GTE recently received FCC approval to
begin construction of the fiber-optic network that will serve approximately 5,000
homes. This will allow residents of this
community to participate in the test comparing telephone wire, coaxial cable and
fiber cable as transmission systems.
Some of the services GTE hopes to test
include video on demand, home banking,
home shopping and security. The ultimate
goal of the test is to determine how to
develop anetwork that best utilizes these
transmission systems in a user-friendly
and economical way.

SCTE continues tuition assistance
EXTON, Pa.—In its continuing effort to further technical education in the industry,
the Society of Cable Television Engineers
recently awarded scholarships to five
applicants. Those receiving tuition
assistance were Danny Kivett (Freedom
Cable), Paul Stephens (Catawba Valley

THE

CATV), Michael Palmisano (Metrovision),
Rosa Rosas (Galaxy Cablevision) and
Jane Lode (Daniels & Associates).
This effort began in 1985 when the
Society's board of directors opened acertificate of deposit, with interest earmarked
for educational assistance. The following

LOOK OF QUALITY

year, the board established its Scholarship Committee to award tuition assistance. Additional funding came from Rex
Porter, the National Cable Television Institute and the New York State Cable
Commission. The ATC National Training
Center and Cleveland Institute of Electronics plan to contribute courses to the
program.
For more information on the SCTE's
Tuition Assistance Program, contact
SCTE, 669 Exton Commons, Exton, Pa.
19341, (215) 363-6888.

Biddle offers courses
in testing techniques
BLUE BELL, Pa.—Specialized training
courses covering several areas of electrical testing techniques are being offered
this fall here at the Biddle Technical
School. Each course will cover basics as
well as utilize classroom demonstrations
and analyze practical cases.
Courses will last two to five days and will
cover topics including earth resistance
testing, power-factor testing of power
apparatus HV insulation and partial discharge detection in insulation systems.
For more information, contact Biddle
Technical School, Biddle Instruments, 510
Township Line Rd., Blue Bell, Pa. 19422,
(215) 646-9200.

REPRINTS
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With RB-2 Cable Clips, your drop cable will be installed
absolutely positively correctly every time.
The RB-2 Clip Gun System eliminates any chance
of damaging the cable and it lasts the life of the drop.
No signal degradation. No trouble calls. Just a quality
installation delivering aquality signal.
For information call 800-548-7243.
Am\
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Products creatively designed for the cable industry

Knowledge
Information
Reprints work for you!

For more information
call Marla Sullivan at
CT Publications today!
(303) 792-0023.
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Installer certification
The final chapters
This month's column concludes its
overview of the nine areas covered in the
manual for the SCTE's new Installer Certification Program. This information is provided to inform industry installers of the
program and inspire them to participate
in this valuable educational undertaking.
The manual was developed for the Society
by Richard Covell and his fellow members
of the Installer Certification Committee:
Ron Cotten, Daniels &Associates; Allen
Kirby, Anixter; Dave Pangrac, American
Television and Communications Corp.,
Roy Tartaglia, RTK; and Dave Willis, TeleCommunications Inc.
The following topics are covered in the
manual's nine chapters: 1) customer interface, 2) safety, 3) tools and materials, 4)
cables and connectors, 5) house drops,
6) building prewires, 7) multiple dwelling
units, 8) grounding and bonding and 9)
testing/troubleshooting. Certification in
the program will require written and practical demonstrations of acandidate's skills
in each of these areas. Both written and
hands-on testing will be administered by
local SCTE chapters and meeting groups.
Multiple dwelling units is devoted to one
of the most difficult and time-consuming
tasks an installer will face—the wiring of
multiple dwelling units (MDUs) such as
apartment buildings, hotels and motels.
The chapter begins with a listing of
general guidelines to follow when undertaking the installation of an MDU. Many
of these guidelines are special rules that
differ from procedures to be followed
when wiring an individual residence.
Building access is the first step detailed.
Gaining access to the building's cable installations and wiring requires securing
permission from the unit's owner, who is
usually not the resident requesting service. This section details methods of dealing with the owner and the legal considerations to take into account when securing access to the MDU.
The next section explains methods of
surveying the site to ensure that the service will not result in alarge amount of unsightly outside wiring. Careful planning

based on close examination of the site
also will lessen the chances of illegal tapping into wires. This section lists and explains the steps to follow when conducting asite survey such as mapping out a
floor plan, determining wiring origination
points, measuring footage, considering
the use of an amplifier in the system, and
what to do in the case of a high-rise
building.
The chapter next discusses some factors to consider when routing cable, such
as vacant conduits, drop ceilings, elevator
shafts, existing wiring from antenna systems, molding ducts and outside wiring.
With aseries of illustrations as examples,
the next section discusses the differences
between two methods of configuring the
inside wiring for MDUs, "loop-through"
and "home-run." The authors of the
manual declare which method they prefer
and provide the reasoning behind their
choice.
Grounding and bonding covers one of
the most important procedures aCAN installer will face—the bonding and grounding of the drop running into the subscriber's home. It explains how important
these procedures are due to the potential
for equipment failure and safety hazards
resulting from poorly grounded and
bonded drops. The various factors to take
into consideration when performing this
task are detailed, including the building's
electrode system, the site's "common
ground" potential, the proper materials to
be used and preferred methods (listed according to the authors' preference).
Testing and troubleshooting focuses on
methods of testing the effectiveness of the
service, as well as how to solve any problems that may arise in aprompt and efficient manner. It also includes information
on proper customer relations when handling such difficulties. The chapter opens
with information on testing the installation's quality using a signal level meter.
The next section discusses testing for picture quality on all channels.
The chapter goes on to describe atechnique known as "troubleshooting by

halving." This section lists steps to follow
with this technique and how to take the
necessary corrective action once the
problem has been located. It also discusses what to do if the problems persist.
The next step, once all possible problems
have been tested for and solved, is to
clean up the work site and instruct the
subscriber. Details are provided on this
often-overlooked portion of the installation
and the importance of aprofessional and
courteous exit is emphasized. The
chapter concludes with illustrations and
charts showing the various problems,
causes and corrective actions that most
frequently occur in cable installations.
The manual's appendix is a handy
resource offering concise information on
general dos and don'ts, drop installation
guidelines and subscriber dos and don'ts.
Article 820 of the National Electrical Code,
dealing with community antenna television and radio distribution systems, also
appears.
The glossary lists, in alphabetical order,
avariety of important terms used in the
manual with which installers should be
familiar. A helpful resource for those participating in the SCTE Installer Certification Program, the glossary also will help
installers in their everyday duties.
Watch future editions of IT for further
news and information on the Installer Certification Program.
•

SCTE Chapters
and Meeting Groups
As a service to SCTE members, the
following is an up-to-date listing of the
Society chapters and meeting groups,
with each group's contact person and
phone number. Members should take this
opportunity to join a local group.
For more information on becoming a
member, contact Pat Zelenka at the SCTE
national headquarters, (215) 363-6888.
Appalachian Mid-Atlantic Chapter
Contact: Ron Mountain, (717) 684-2878
Cactus Chapter
Contact: Harold Mackey, (602) 866-0072
Cascade Range Chapter
Contact: Norrie Bush, (206) 254-3228
Central Indiana Chapter
Contact: Steve Murray, (317) 788-5968;
or Joe Shanks, (317) 649-0407
Chattahoochee Chapter
Contact: Richard Amell, (404) 394-8837

Installer/Technician
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Delaware Valley Chapter
Contact: Diana Riley, (717) 764-1436

60/30 VAC

POWER SUPPLY
TESTER
(LOAD TYPE)

Great Lakes Chapter
Contact: T.J. Sekely, (313) 886-9200
Greater Chicago Chapter
Contact: William Gutknecht, (312) 690-3500
Heart of America Chapter
Contact: Wendell Woody, (816) 474-4289
Hudson Valley Chapter
Contact: Wayne Davis, (518) 587-7993;
or Bob Price, (518) 382-8000
Miss/Lou Chapter
Contact: Rick Jubeck, (601) 992-3377
New England Chapter
Contact: Bill Riley, (617) 472-1231
North Central Texas Chapter
Contact: Vern Kahler, (817) 265-7766
North Jersey Chapter
Contact: Art Muschler, (201) 672-1397
Ohio Valley Chapter
Contact: Robert Heim, (419) 627-0800
Old Dominion Chapter
Contact: Margaret Harvey, (703) 238-3400

MODEL VSPSLT-60
Specifications:
•Load Voltage: 60 or 30 VAC
(Sine or Square Wave)
•Load Current: OA, 5A, 10A, 15A
(Selective)
•Dimension: 11" X 9" X 5 1/2"
•Weight 5 lbs.

Features:
•RMS Voltage and Current Reading
Meters

Razorback Chapter
Contact: Jim Dickerson, (501) 777-4684
Rocky Mountain Chapter
Contact: Steve Johnson, (303) 799-1200

•Selective Load
.Voltage Wave Form Reading Port
with test probe supplied
.Light weight (portable)
•Over-heating protection
•Fan Cooled

OPTIONAL TEST (WAVESHAPE)

TEST
SET UP

•No External Power
(Bench or Field Use)

OSCILLOSCOPE

MODEL VSPSLT-60

60/30 VAC

VOLTMETER

POWER SUPPLY

AMMETER

TO SUPPLY
OUTPUT
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170 Eileen Way, Syosset, NY 11791
Call Toll Free: 800-645-7600
In New York City: 516-921-7080
FAX: 516-921-2084

Please attach your mailing label here and clearly print
your new address below. Mail to: Circulation Department, PO. Box 3208, Englewood, CO 80155. Please
allow 6 weeks for address change.

Moving?
Name
Address
City
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Florida Chapter
Contact: Dick Kim, (813) 924-8541
Gateway Chapter
Contact: Darrell Diel, (314) 576-4446
Golden Gate Chapter
Contact: Tom Elliott, (408) 727-3900

State

Installer! Technician

ZIP

Tip-O-Tex Chapter
Contact: Arnold Cisneros, (512) 425-7880
West Texas Chapter
Contact: Jerry Whitehead, (915) 655-8911
Central California Meeting Group
Contact: Andrew Valles, (209) 453-7791;
or Dick Jackson, (209) 384-2626
Central Illinois Meeting Group
Contact: Tony Lasher, (217) 784-8390
Chaparral Meeting Group
Contact: Michael Gormally, (505) 761-6200
Chesapeake Meeting Group
Contact: Thomas Gorman, (301) 252-1012
Dairyland Meeting Group
Contact: Jeff Spence, (414) 738-3180
Dixie Meeting Group
Contact: Greg Harden, (205) 582-6333
Inland Empire Meeting Group
Contact: Michael Lajko, (208) 263-4070
Iowa Heartland Meeting Group
Contact: Dan Passick, (515) 266-2979
Michiana Meeting Group
Contact: Thomas White, (219) 259-8015
Midlands Cable Training Association
Contact: John Page, (712) 323-0420
Mt. Rainier Meeting Group
Contact: Bill Donaldson, (206) 742-5811
North Country Meeting Group
Contact: Douglas Ceballos, (612) 522-5200
Oklahoma Meeting Group
Contact: Gary Beikman, (405) 842-2405
Palmetto Meeting Group
Contact: Rick Barnett, (803) 747-1403
Piedmont Meeting Group
Contact: James Kuhns, (704) 873-3280
Southeast Texas Meeting Group
Contact: James Bollinger, (713) 645-3738
Southern California Meeting Group
Contact: Tom Colegrove, (805) 251-8054
Tennessee Meeting Group
Contact: Joe Acker, (205) 932-7264
Upstate New York Meeting Group
Contact: Ed Pickett, (716) 325-1111
Wyoming Meeting Group
Contact: Jim Niswender, (307) 324-2286

al

tal3
tar,
tar,
who's there?

larler TAPS'
Stainless Steel Mesh RFI
Gasket

XMT SERIES
2-Way, 4-Way, 8-Way
5-550 MHz Multi-Taps

Neoprene Weather Gasket
1: Stainless Steel Hardware

E Plated Solid Brass F
Connectors

D Sealed F Ports

H Baked Acrylic Corrosion
Coating

D Plastic Cover Over PC
Board

cable equipment, inc.
800-523-5947
IN PA 800-492-2512 /FAX 215-675-7543
969 Horsham Road /Horsham, Pennsylvania 19044
cCopyright 1988

Toner Cable Equipment, Inc.

See us at the Great Lakes Show, Booths 109-111. See us at the Atlantic Show, Island 315.
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Step by step:
A system design primer
By Paul M. Bischke
Technical Writer, Magnavox CATV Systems Inc.

So you want to design acable system.
Or maybe you need to understand how it's
done so you can oversee someone else's
design work and do so intelligently. This
article speaks to those who are new to
system design or need to refresh their
memories; it will not offer profound new
insights to the experts.
Our story begins after you've settled the
politics of the franchise. Matters of zoning,
easements, permits, and clearances
could complicate your plans immensely
—so settle them before you begin design
work.
The following pages will explain the
basic steps you must take to design a
system, emphasizing matters of distribution equipment and soft-pedaling matters
concerning headend and subscriber gear.
We will limit our discussion to subscriber
coaxial systems; and we will proceed from

Step 1: Draw strand maps

return signals, perhaps using 5-108 MHz
instead of the 5-30 MHz that is standard
for subscriber systems. This extra return
bandwidth gives ample opportunities for
commercial data traffic in a subscriber
system.

You will define your franchise area on
strand maps, which are usually derived
from the documents of the local power or
telephone company. Your strand map will
include four vital parameters for your
system:
1) A house count that tells you how many
potential subscribers will be served off
a pole (or pedestal for underground
plant);
2) A street layout;
3) A record of the utility companies' aerial
and underground routings; and
4) A record of pole locations and distances between poles.
Since designers will work from the
strand map in developing their system

Step 2: Locate your headend or hub site
Knowing where your subscribers are,
find the best place for your headend or
hub. The best place, of course, is where
you can reach the most customers with
the least amount of hardware. Unless your
headend is merely a pickup point for
signals arriving on a "transportation
trunk" or "supertrunk," you must choose
aplace where you can receive microwave,
satellite and off-air signals.
Unfortunately, the ideal criteria for
receiving satellite signals conflict with
those for receiving microwave and off-air
signals. Ideally, you would locate asatellite dish slightly below the lay of the surrounding land to shield it from microwave
interference. But you want to locate microwave and off-air antennas on high ground.
The best you could hope for is high ground
with a dip in the terrain to shield your
satellite antenna. In general, avoid airports and sources of off-air interference.
Step 3: Specify highest frequency
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52
60

Extended bandwidth ranges as high as
600 MHz also are available. Some of this
extra bandwidth may be allocated to

maps prepared by a competent professional.

14

Channel capacity
35
40

the global to the particular, from system
mapping to the equipping of mainstations.

design maps, the strand map must be accurate and complete. Have your strand

Strand maps developed from utility or
telco records form the basis for system
mapping.

Frequency (MHz)
300
330
400
450

Determine the highest frequency you
need in the forward bandwidth. These are
the standard top frequencies used and the
channel capacity for each:
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Prepare for possible future expansion
of services. Amplifier spacing depends
upon the highest frequency used because
of the way coaxial cable behaves. Coaxial cable attenuates high frequencies
more than lower frequencies. For example, 2,000 feet of one type of 3
4 -inch cable
/
would attenuate a450 MHz signal by 22.4
dB, a 300 MHz signal by 18 dB—more
than atwo-fold difference in signal power.
If you underallocate and need ahigher forward bandwidth later, you would need to
change out trunk amplifiers for higher
gain models and do significant respacing
in feeder networks.
Step 4: Find maximum
trunk amplifier cascade depth
The maximum trunk amplifier cascade
is the number of mainstations (in a row)
that you must run to reach your most distant subscriber. You must choose the most
appropriate combination of cable diameter, trunk amplifier and headend equipment to deliver acceptable signals to meet
your most distant subscriber. The diameter of cable used determines its attenuation per foot. Trunk amplifiers are available
in different gain values. And both the
specifications of the headend equipment
and its delivery system (standard, HRC or
IRC), as well as the trunk amplifier you
choose, will determine how far your signal
can reach before distortion and noise
become objectionable.
We will arrive at our worst-case cascade
through four substeps:
a) Measure distance to remotest subscriber
b) Choose carrier allotment scheme
(headend type)
c) Select best combination of cable diameter and trunk amplifier type
d) Find average mainstation spacing
Step 4a: Measure distance to remotest
subscriber using your strand maps.

Measure along areasonable path of thoroughfares and side streets along the
strand. Headend signals will reach that
farthest subscriber using cable and a
cascade of amplifiers.

cascade depth figures reflect the worst
case you will encounter in your system.

Step 4b: Choose carrier-frequency allotment scheme (headend type)—You can
use standard carriers, harmonically related carriers (HRC) or incrementally
related carriers (IRC). The HAG and IRC
frequency allotment schemes reduce certain kinds of distortion but the equipment
costs more. (Cable operators use HAG
more often than IRC.)
Because the HRC scheme "hides" the
beat products where the TV doesn't see
them, you can run a longer cascade
before intermodulation becomes objectionable. You also can run your system at
higher levels, which means you'll have
less trouble with system noise. The intermodulation advantage of the HAG headend also means you can load more channels without causing objectionable distortions. Your choice of carrier schemes will
affect the maximum reach of your amplifier cascades.
Step 4c: Select best combination of
cable diameter and amplifier type—You
now must choose the most beneficial
combination of cable diameters and
amplifier types to determine spacing between mainstations and the depth of your
cascade. You will use the amplifier's gain
ratings and the cable's dB/100 feet ratings
to find the spacing, i.e, the length of a
single mainstation-to-mainstation run.
The larger the diameter of the cable, the
less it attenuates RF signals. For example, 22 dB of spacing at 450 MHz means
1,913 feet of 3
/ -inch cable whereas it
4
means 1,333 feet of 1/
2-inch cable.
Push-pull, parallel hybrid (power doubling) and feedforward trunk amplifiers
have different gain ratings and different
distortion and noise characteristics.
These characteristics will determine how
deep acascade can be, i.e., how many
mainstations you can have in arow before
distortion and/or noise become unacceptable.
Make a nominal selection of cable
diameter and amplifier type. Note that you
will certainly use more than one cable
diameter in your system: large cable in the
trunk, smaller cable in the feeder. You also
may mix amplifier types in your system.
Keep in mind that you can change your
initial selection of amplifier types. For
example, adeep cascade could force you
to switch to power doubling amplifiers if
your end-of-the-line distortion characteristics are unacceptable. More on this
later.

Having established your spacing and
cascade depth, you must confirm that
your combination of headend type and
trunk amplifier type will deliver acceptable
signals to that worst-case point in the
system, and at what level. But what is an
acceptable signal?
Designers have found that the FCC's
guidelines do not produce a TV picture
you'd want to watch. (Note that the FCC's
standards are not ill-informed, merely
antiquated. It established the standards

Step 5: Calculate distortions
and determine operating levels

The satellite antenna placed near protected, low ground for good reception.
Step 4d: Find average mainstation
spacing using the cable's dB/100 feet
rating and the trunk amplifier's operational gain figure. Manufacturers tell you
the trunk amplifier's operational gain. To
get the average gain used for designing,
subtract 2dB from the operational gain for
300 to 330 MHz trunk amplifiers; subtract
3dB from the operational gain of 400 to
450 MHz amplifiers; for 600 MHz, subtract
4 dB. This "average gain" is a rule-ofthumb figure that designers have found
convenient; it gives them enough leeway
for the inevitable variations in actual pole
footages.
Now divide the trunk amplifier's
average gain figure by the cable's dB/100
feet figure to get the average mainstation
spacing in feet.
Average gain (in dB)

Avg. spacing (in ft.)

Cable rating (in dB/100 ft at highest freq.)

For example, suppose your 400 MHz
system uses astandard push-pull trunk
amplifier, whose operational gain is 22 dB,
with 3
/ -inch cable. In this case, the amp4
lifier's average gain is 19 dB and the
cable's rating is 1.07 dB/100 feet at 400
MHz. The average spacing is:
19 dB

19

1.07 dB/100 ft.

1.07

X 100 ft.

= 1.776 feet between
mainstations

We can find the maximum cascade
depth by dividing the distance to the most
remote user (from step 4a) by the average
spacing figure. This gives you the
cascade depth, which is the number of
mainstations you need in your longest
cascade.
Distance of remotest user

=

Cascade depth

Average mainstation spacing

If you get afraction here, round it up.
Again, these mainstation spacing and

during the early days of rural CATV when
some picture was better than none at all.)
Compare the FCC's minimum standards
to those used by reputable system
designers:
FCC
minimum
Carrier-tonoise ratio
Cross
modulation
Composite
triple beat

Normal design
standard

36 dB

44 dB

-47 dB

-52 dB

-47 dB

-53 dB

Once you have established your standard for distortions, calculate your worstcase distortions to see if they measure up.
Distortion calculations will be performed
by the system designer or engineer, who
will calculate noise and intermodulation
for single amplifiers and for amplifiers in
cascade. (Intermodulation is a catch-all
term for several types of distortion, including composite triple beat and cross
modulation.) The most critical parameters
for modern systems are: carrier-to-noise
(C/N) ratio, carrier-to-composite triple beat
ratio and cross modulation. You can find
formulas for these calculations in cable
textbooks.
Worst-case distortions are based on the
maximum trunk amplifier cascade, a
bridger, and the maximum line extender
cascade (usually two or three). Note that
there is ahierarchy among our noise and
distortion villains; as acascade deepens,
the first distortion parameter to become
objectionable acts as the limiting factor.
Manufacturers should be able to identify
the limiting factor of their amplifiers. Each
type has its own limiting factor. These factors also depend upon the highest f
requency you use. How soon in the cascade
you reach the limit depends, of course,
upon the manufacturer's specifications.
Since composite triple beat (CTB) and
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(flat loss). The cable attenuates the 5-30
MHz return bandwidth much less than the

cross modulation (X-mod) depend upon
channel loading, you must leave some
headroom in your allowances for these
distortions if you plan to add more chan-

high end of the forward bandwidth. For example, the same length of cable that attenuates a450 MHz signal by 22 dB would
only attenuate a30 MHz signal by about

nels later.
Knowing the amplifier's limiting factor
can be very handy. It tells you that by the
time this limiting factor distortion has

5dB. (Because of this attenuation pattern,
you can sometimes substitute jumper
wires for return amplifiers in certain trans-

become objectionable, all other distortions would still be tolerable. You will still
want to calculate all the distortions, but the
limiting factor distortion tells you very
quickly where you stand.
Operating levels and operating gains
are constrained by noise and distortion.
If your operation levels and gains are too
high, you get excessive distortion; if they
are too low, excessive noise results.
Manufacturers recommend an input level
for their amplifiers, or rather a range of
possible input levels.
Noise and distortion will constrain level
and gain selection inversely. In fact, an inverse square law applies. For every dB of
improvement in C/N you get by raising
operating levels, you should expect a
degradation of 2dB in X-mod and in CTB.
In effect, there is more reason to keep
trunk levels low than to keep them high—
though, of course, not too low!
The trunk amplifier/bridger amplifier
junction also constrains your choice of
operating levels (for reasons related to our
discussion of the opposing influences that
noise and distortion exert upon operation
levels). Awell-designed system minimizes
trunk splits (subtrunks) and covers as
much territory as possible by judicious
use of the feeder system, i.e., the bridger
amplifier and line extender. This means
you want the bridger's output level as high
as possible without producing objectionable distortion. If the trunk signal levels
are low, the signal portion handed on to
the feeder system will have the low distortion characteristics needed to use high
gain figures in the feeder system.
Reaching subscribers along an extended feeder system is much more efficient than reaching them using subtrunks.
In this context, one advantage of power
doubling equipment is that it lets you
make better use of your feeder system.
Specifically, power doubling trunk amplifiers operate at lower levels so that feeder
networks can operate at higher levels
without violating noise specifications.
The input and output operating levels
you establish will be standard for each
device type. Every trunk amplifier in the
system should have the same input level;

portation trunk stations.) But passive
devices attenuate all frequencies roughly
equally. Therefore, when passive devices
account for a large part of that 22 dB of
attenuation at 450 MHz, they would atEach line power supply sends AC to
several mainstations as shown on map.
cades. For example, each line extender
in acascade of two would operate at lower
levels than a single line extender. Input
levels to each device type should not fall
below the standard.
Inevitably, because poles do not stand
exactly where you want them (and are
ever so reluctant to move), some input
levels will be too high. For situations
where the input is so high that the
amplifier's potentiometer alone cannot
compensate for it, manufacturers make
input attenuators that diminish the signal
so it is within the manufacturer's acceptable range. Such attenuators are standard
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dB or so).
Although the return bandwidth influences spacing and level decisions, the
forward bandwidth comes first. It is much
better to fit your return design to a properly designed forward bandwidth than
vice versa. Most system operators nowadays design for a return system even
though they don't use it immediately. Addressable converter systems and system
monitoring devices require the use of the
return bandwidth.
Step 7: Determine tap types, specs
Look over the strand maps noting the
house counts. The tap used at any given
pole depends upon how many houses you

attachments that plug into the amplifier.
Let us consider an example of trunk
operating levels in a system whose forward bandwidth is 50 to 450 MHz. Sup-

will serve from that pole. You can buy two-,
four- and eight-way taps. Your final bill of
materials will call for aselection of these

pose we chose standard output levels as
26/32 dBmV. That means the signal level

two tap types.
It is possible to use two four-way taps in-

of a50 MHz signal is 26 dBmV and that
of a 450 MHz signal is 32 dBmV. If the
trunk amplifier's standard gain is 22 dB
we would need aminimum input level of
10 dBmV at 450 MHz.
Most feeder systems and some trunk
systems operate with a "sloped" or
"tilted" output. We specify slope in dB.

stead of asingle eight-way tap in adense
location. Such an arrangement offers the
advantage of having a more homogeneous (and hence less extensive) inventory
of backup taps. However, the eight-way
tap offers both cost and maintenance advantages over the dual four-way arrange-

If a bridger's output levels are 40 dBmV
at 50 MHz and 46 dBmV at 450 MHz we
say it has apositive slope of 6dB; i.e., its
highest carrier operates at apower level
6 dB above (or about four times) that of
the lowest carrier. Sloped outputs offer the
advantage of lower overall distortion.
Step 6: Account for return system
The next question you might ask is, "Is
this a two-way or one-way system?" Of
course, you wouldn't proceed with acomplete spacing scheme without knowing
this. The presence of return signal would
influence the designer's choice of levels

and spacing.
every bridger should have the same outA principal problem in return design is
put level. Input levels for line extenders will
vary according to the lengths of their cas - the signal loss through passive devices
16

tenuate the return bandwidth beyond the
return amplifier's gain range (typically 12
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ment. Also, you may need to equip your
system with plated tap housings, particularly if the system is in ahighly corrosive
environment. Systems in maritime and
northerly climates, for example, may have
corrosion problems from salt.
Step 8: Select signal-splitting
devices for trunk and feeder splits
As noted earlier, agood system design
minimizes trunk splits but, of course, it
does not eliminate them. Signal splitting
devices will divide both trunk and feeder
lines and send appropriate signal portions
along multiple paths. For trunk lines, you
can buy two- and three-way splitters that
distribute equal or unequal signal portions
to their output legs. And as with taps, you
can buy standard or plated splitter

housings, depending upon their operating
environment.

backyard). Also, if your status monitoring
system monitors the line power supply, it
should be close to a mainstation.

Step 9: Route trunks and feeders
Once you have decided upon your
levels, based on worst-case trunk runs,
you must establish your trunk network and
your feeder networks. You want to cover
your territory making most efficient use of
the feeder system and minimizing trunk
splits, so the routing of trunk lines is something of an art.
One thing to watch for is that every section of cable and every subscriber must
have apath back to the headend. If not,
you might end Jpwith asituation like that
of two railroad crews working from opposite directions, where the left rail joins the
right rail and trains from both sides derail.
Just as you don't want to be caught with
bits of networked cable that lead nowhere,
you don't want to arrive at amultiple dwelling building with insufficient signal. Don't
expect to feed an apartment building with
adepleted signal at the tail end of a line
extender run.
Step 10: Place line power supplies
Once you know where to install each
mainstation, you must place the line
power supplies throughout the system. A
line power supply feeds power into the
cable; the mainstation's (or line extender's) DC power supply converts this
AC into the DC that powers active devices.
A single line power supply will serve
several mainstations and their feeder
networks.
The number of line power supplies you
need depends upon how many mainstations (and line extenders) each can
serve, which depends upon the mainstation's power consumption and upon
the efficiency of its DC power supply. Generally, advanced technology amplifiers
(feedforward and power doubling) consume more power than standard pushpull units. Also, mainstations containing
an ASC/AGC (automatic slope control/
automatic gain control) unit and/or status
monitoring circuitry will draw a bit more
current. A switching DC power supply
operates more efficiently than its linear
counterpart.
You already may have deduced that the
higher power consumption of the advanced amplifiers calls for the improved
efficiency of the switching power supply.
Indeed, they go hand in hand. You want
to locate line power supplies to make good
use of their power capabilities; however,
practical considerations keep you from
mounting them on transformer poles or
easement poles (e.g., poles in someone's

DC power supply—Converts AC, which
is generated by the line power supply and

Step 11: Outfit mainstations
Let us quickly summarize the basic set

arrives via the coaxial cable, into the DC
needed by the mainstation's electronics.
Aswitching power supply produces power
more efficiently than a conventional

of equipment you will find in amainstation.
Baseplate (also called "chassis" or
"motherboard")—Wiring in the baseplate
routes RF, AC and DC signals to the
appropriate equipment modules. The
baseplate is the heart of each mainstation.

(linear) power supply. Each mainstation
has its own DC power supply.
Status monitoring devices—Usually
these are not separate units but are built
into a return amplifier or ASC/AGC unit.
These devices monitor the status of line

Trunk

amplifier—Amplifies

trunk

signals. Sends aportion of its signal to the
bridger for distribution in the feeder network; sends aportion of its signal to the
ASC/AGC unit for monitoring. Every mainstation in acascade, except the last, contains atrunk amplifier.
Distribution amplifier—Replaces the
trunk amplifier in the last mainstation of

power supplies and DC power supplies,
help detect system breakdowns, locate ingress, etc. These devices send status
reports back to the headend via the return
bandwidth. If you have equipped your
headend with such a system, you will
need to buy the corresponding equipment
for all monitored mainstations.

acascade. Performs the same functions
as the trunk amplifier except that it need
not amplify trunk signals for another span

Step 12: Conclusion—Count the cost
When your system's design is complete, you'll receive abill of materials. You

of trunk cable.
Bridger amplifier—Amplifies a portion

can specify how you want that bill broken
down. For example, if your bill is broken
down by power supply, you will receive a

of the trunk amplifier's output signal and
sends it out on the feeder lines that
originate in that mainstation. Each mainstation from which feeder lines originate
needs a bridger module.
Feedermaker—A signal splitter that
divides the bridger's output into one, two,
three or four parts, for outgoing feeder
lines. Each mainstation from which feeder
lines originate must contain a feedermaker of some sort.
Return amplifier—Amplifies signals in
the return bandwidth, usually the 5-30
MHz range. If your system uses the return
bandwidth, every mainstation will have its
own return amplifier module.
ASC/AGC module—Maintains proper
signal levels by monitoring two channels
in the forward bandwidth (one low and one
high) and sending control voltages to the
trunk amplifier. (We call the monitored
channels "pilots.") The control voltages
adjust the trunk amplifier's slope and gain
to compensate for deviations caused by
temperature fluctuations. Usually an
operator need only monitor and adjust the
forward bandwidth; return ASC/AGC units
are rare in subscriber systems.
Thermal compensating unit—Adjusts
the trunk amplifier's levels on the basis
of temperature changes sensed inside the
mainstation. Uses no pilots. This method
of slope and gain correction is cheaper
but is usually considered inferior to the
pilot monitoring method. If used it
replaces the ASC/AGC module in alternate mainstations (every other or every
third mainstation).

list of the materials for the distribution gear
served by each line power supply. The
designer also may list all materials
associated with each mainstation, or all
equipment located on each strand map
section, or in other ways.
Your primary concern in designing a
system will be to minimize costs. But you
cannot totally separate your build budget
from the completed system's operating
budget. A full cost analysis includes the
day-to-day maintenance of the system
when it is operating.
The project overseer must keep costs
down; however, it would be a mistake to
urge your designer to cheapen the design
to the point of its being only just satisfactorily operational. Operating on the "hairy
edge" of the equipment's capability invites line maintenance problems and subscriber dissatisfaction.
Indeed, conscientious designers may
resist cost-reducing shortcuts if they
see resultant maintenance problems for
the completed system. In such a case,
they are doing right by you in the long run.
A good system design finds the middle
ground between technical laxity and extravagance. A system design proposal
should be as inexpensive as areliable and
maintainable system can be.
•
Author's note: Special thanks to Jerry Redmond, Magnavox's system design supervisor, for his help in developing this article.
Reprinted from the April 1985 issue of
"Communications Technology"
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Lightning and grounding
By Dale Kelchner
CAN Engineer, City of Miami

According to Merriam-Webster, aground is "a large conducting body (as the Earth) used as acommon return for an electrical circuit and as an arbitrary zero of potential." Ask 20 different
cable TV technicians why the house drop is grounded and you
will most likely get about 15 different answers. Probably the most
predominant responses will be "to comply with the National
Electrical Code" and "for lightning protection." Many times
policy takes precedence over technology. True, an installation
can be made to comply with the NEC, but can it be protected
from lightning?
Lightning kills scores of people every year and causes staggering economic losses through forest fires, power outages and
electrical damage. A single stroke of lightning can develop as
much as 20,000 MW of power. In electrical terms, this is nearly
unimaginable. In comparison, a110 volt electric line would have
to carry acurrent of 182,000 amperes to produce an equivalent
amount of power and would require a conductor over 50 feet
in diameter. (This may sound abit absurd, but it is to prove a
point to be brought up in later discussion.) Before getting to
specifics, abrief discussion of electrostatic theory is needed.
Physics is based on the concept that all matter is made of
atoms; these atoms in turn are made up of electrically charged
particles whose behavior is governed by quantum dynamics.
The basic law of electrostatics, discovered by C.A. Coulomb
in 1785, is that electrically charged bodies whose size is small
compared with the distance between them interact with equal
and opposite forces that vary inversely to the square of the distance between them. There are two kinds of charges: Like
charges of either kind interact with repulsive forces and unlike
(or opposite) charges attract each other.
As two oppositely charged bodies approach each other (one
negative-charged and the other positive-charged), a force
develops that has an algebraic behavior proportional to the product of the charges of the two bodies. The force acting on asmall
charged test body at any point in space, when it is under the
influence of other charged bodies, will be proportional to its own
charge and to avector field characteristic of the influence charge.
This electrical field can, in principle, be determined by measuring the force on atest body at each point in space, even without knowledge of the locations of such charges within the body.
The charges giving rise to the field must be in bodies that are
small compared to the distance between them. This is because
the electrostatic effects observed in usual experiments result
from avery slight imbalance in the normally equal amounts of
positive and negative charge in "uncharged" (or neutral) matter.
The effects of charges contained in matter neutralize each other
only when the amounts of positive and negative charged elements are equal in volume. A body is said to be "uncharged"
only when the total algebraic charge on the body is zero. Such
a "neutral" body may still modify an electrostatic field due to
effects known as electrostatic induction. The charged particles
in the matter are not bound to specific locations in the matter
but have varying freedom to move.
When abody is placed in an electric field, positive charges
in it tend to move in the direction of the field, while the negative
charges move in the opposite direction. The extent to which they
actually move is aspecific property of the matter under test and
the time frame of the test. Insofar as any motion may occur, the
result will be apartial separation of the positive and negative
18
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charges in the body. The body is then said to be "polarized."
This polarized matter, when placed in an electrical field, will influence the field. Such alterations of the field due to polarization of the matter tend to be small when the distance is large
compared to the size of the bodies influencing the field.
When aconductor is placed in an electric field, free positive
charges in it move in the direction of the field and free negative
charges move in the opposite direction. These charges accumulate at the surface of the conductor where it is surrounded by
free space or adielectric material. The result of this separation
of charge contributes to the field in such away as to reduce the
electric field or electric vector within the conductor. This process of flow continues until the overall effect is that the electrical field is reduced to zero at all points within the conductor,
or the conductor is said to be discharged.
All matter contains avast amount of electric charge, of which
there are two kinds, positive and negative. For example, two tons
of rock will contain about one-half pound of positive-charged
material, and 1,999.5 pounds of negative charged material. The
same is true for water or any other earthbound material.
A good, brief explanation of lightning would be as follows: In
a thunderstorm, raindrops falling through a cloud become
charged due to friction. These drops become positively charged.
As the raindrops leave the upper portion of the cloud and pass
through the lower portion, the upper portion becomes negative
and the lower portion of the clouds becomes positively charged.
This separation of charge within the cloud body is of no particular
consequence. But if the body were to separate (as clouds do
because of wind and air currents), then we now have two bodies
of opposite charge and as these bodies are forced apart, a
tremendous exchange of charges will take place between them.
In keeping with the law of electrostatics, the force of this electric field (or "spark," if you will) is at its greatest potential. This
is why many times as astorm approaches, the first bolt of lightning is generally the strongest. The thunder is the result of the
rapid heating of the atmosphere in the path of the charge, due
to the tremendous electron flow in avery short time, and the
collapsing of the vacuum; just as in any explosion.
Sometimes this discharge from the upper body is so great
that it will pass through the lower body and seek apath to Earth.
If the upper portion separates without adischarge to the lower
portion, the lower cloud will then discharge to Earth. Remember
that the lower cloud is positively charged and the earth matter
is negatively charged. When atall object protrudes from Earth
and is of aconducting material, it is negatively charged to the
cloud. The positively charged cloud will discharge into this protruding matter. If the highest point of this matter were given a
low resistance "connection" to the Earth it would then present
a highly concentrated charge to the surrounding air.
This is precisely what alightning rod does. It dissipates itself
gradually by charging molecules of air and repelling them into
the positively charged cloud thus "neutralizing" the cloud. Even
if aslight discharge does occur it will be quickly dissipated to
Earth without damage.

Lightning and cable
In discussing the effects of lightning on acable system we
must realize, using the aforementioned knowledge, that adirect
strike in the cable itself would be devastating, grounds or no
grounds. So, in retrospect, we cannot protect against alightning
"strike."

During athunderstorm, huge amounts of static charge are
present in anything that is above earth potential. Overhead wires
are very susceptible to this phenomenon. As this charge rises
it can build in potential and begin to surge as storm clouds pass.
These charges can be hazardous to appliances and persons
at the end of acharged cable or wire. Although this charge can
be hazardous, it is not unmanageable. In this instance an earth
ground potential on the cable will dissipate this charge and keep
the cable at near zero potential.
Another well-known factor of thunderstorms is the power
surge. A lightning strike near power lines can induce heavy electrical charges on the power system, causing the automatic protection equipment to temporarily disconnect the power source.
The reconnection of the circuit can cause apower surge on the
power lines. This surge can induce acharge in the outer conductor of acoaxial cable, having the same effect (sometimes
more severe) as the static charge mentioned earlier. Likewise,
if two conductors were suspended above ground for considerable distance parallel to each other it would be possible to
create adifference in potential between the two conductors. If
one conductor was connected to asource and was at proper
distance to the other conductor an electrical charge could be
induced to the "free" conductor.
As long as the second conductor is in free space this is merely
a "charge" and not acurrent flow. If the first conductor were
connected to acircuit and given acurrent flow, the second conductor would not have acurrent flow until it was given aresistive
path to ground. A wooden pole or human body would make an
excellent resistive path to ground. This second conductor could
be known as a"hot neutral." Bear in mind we are now concerned
with the difference in potential between the second conductor

REPRINTS

and ground. If we give this conductor avery/ow resistance connection to ground then the potential becomes near zero.
Thus the whole purpose of grounding is to keep aconductor
at ground potential (commonly referred to as "neutral")—be it
acopper conductor, astrand or acoaxial shield. The goal is to
maintain azero voltage potential to ground and in doing so this
satisfies the two main objectives of grounding: safety from electrical shock and protection of equipment from damage.
CATV installation ground connections are of two types: those
made to the cold water pipe and those connected to so-called
"made-grounds," consisting of driven rods. Water pipes are by
far the best grounds, provided the connection is made to metallic
pipes that run directly to the main water source. The best driven
ground is the power company ground rod. The ideal situation
is to have all cables entering the house or building to be
grounded at the same point. Difference in apotential from one
ground to another can have the same effect as no ground at all.
The main requirements for an effective ground are low resistance, sufficient current carrying capacity and permanence.
The size of the ground conductor must be large enough so that
it will not burn off or open up under large fault conditions. Always
consult the NEC for the proper wire size and never use wire of
a lesser size than required.
•
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Basic electronics theory
In addition, another ammeter is placed in the return path to
measure the total current flowing in this series-parallel circuit.

By Kenneth Deschler
Cable Correspondence Courses

This month we are going to conclude our study of direct current (DC) circuits by analyzing aseries-parallel circuit using its
characteristics and Ohm's law. Also covered this month will be
the principles that govern electromagnets.
A series-parallel circuit is acombination of both series and
parallel devices generally powered by asingle source of energy.
Figure 1 is an example of a series-parallel circuit containing
resistor R1 in series with a parallel circuit containing resistors
R2 and R3.Also shown are a battery, a switch and ammeters

Series -parallel circuit analysis
Using Figure 1, let us assign some values and find the remaining ones using the characteristics of both series and parallel
DC circuits as well as Ohm's law.
Given:
ET = 50 volts
R1 = 10 ohms

R2 = 15 ohms
R3 = 20 ohms

to measure current flow in each branch of the parallel circuit.

Figure 1:

Find:
RT =
I
T=
PT =
IRi =

Series-parallel circuit

S,

R,

IR2 =
IR3 =
ER1 =
ER2 =

ER3

=

Pp1

=

PR2

=

PR3

=

The following answers are approximate values:
Step #1:
RT

R1 +

R2

X R3

R2 ÷ R3
R2

e

R3 .1

= 10 +

15 x 20
15 + 20

= 10 +

300
35

= 10 + 8.57
= 18.57 ohms

Figure 2:

Electromagnetic field

Step #2:
= ET/R T
I
T
= 50/18.57
= 2.7 amperes

Step #3:
PT

Step #6:
ER 2 & ER3

= ET — ER,
= 50 — 27
= 23 volts

Step #7:
= ER2/132
= 23/15
= 1.533 amperes

= ET X I
T
= 50 x 2.7
= 135 watts

Step #8:
Step #4:
IR,
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IR3

=

ER3/R3

= 23/20
= 1.15 amperes

= 2.7 amperes (
I
T)

Step #5:

Step #9:

ER, = IR, X R,
= 2.7 x 10
= 27 volts

PR,

= IR, X ERi
= 2.7 x 27
= 72.9 watts

Figure 4:

Induction from one coil to another

by avariable resistor. As the value of the resistor is changed,
the strength of the electromagnetic field is changed. As this
changing magnetic field cuts the turns of the other coil, acurrent is induced into this second coil.
Some of the more common terms used when dealing with

Step #10:

Step #11:

PR2

PR3

= I
R2 X ER2
= 1.533 x 23
= 35.26 watts

= I
R3 X ER3
= 1.15 x 23
= 26.45 watts

Electromagnets
In Part 1 of this series we studied the basic principles of
magnetic fields. The type of magnet we studied was apermanent magnet and its field is referred to as apermanent magnetic
field. In this lesson we are going to study electromagnets and
their fields.
The magnetic field produced by electricity is called an electromagnetic field. In 1819 aDanish physicist named Hans Oersted
found arelationship between the field of apermanent magnet
and the field that is produced when current flows through aconductor. Oersted discovered that if acompass is placed near a
current carrying conductor, the needle will align itself at aright
angle to that conductor. He also found that if the direction of current were changed, the needle would point in the opposite
direction.
The field that surrounds acurrent carrying conductor can be
seen if the conductor is placed through a piece of cardboard
as in Figure 2. By sprinkling iron filings on the cardboard we
can see that tne field is circular and that its strength is determined by the amount of current that flows through the conductor. We also can see, if acompass is used, that the direction of
the field changes if the direction of the current is changed. If
we were to wind the conductor in the form of acoil, these electromagnetic lines of force would reinforce each other and amuch
stronger field would be created, having anorth and south pole.
By winding the coil around apiece of soft iron, the strength of
the field would again be increased. Therefore, it can be said that
the strength cf the field of an electromagnet is dependent on
the following factors: number of turns, amount of current, ratio
of the coil's length to width and the type of material that the coil
is wound on (core).
Figure 3shows acoil of wire wound around acore of soft iron.
Note the polarity of the electromagnet as well as the direction
of the current flow through the coil.
Just as current flowing through a conductor produces an
associated magnetic field, an expanding or contracting magnetic
field can cause acurrent to flow in anearby conductor. This principle is known as induction. Figure 4shows acoil of wire ener-

magnetic circuits are:
1) Permeability is the ease with which magnetic lines of force
can pass through amaterial. Because the permeability of soft
iron is greater than air, by using asoft iron core the strength of
the field is increased.
2) Hysteresis is loss of energy associated with magnetizing
the core in one direction then magnetizing it in the other direction. The hysteresis losses can be shown by the use of agraph.
When plotting the variations of the field against the strength of
the field, loops are formed (known as hysteresis loops).
3) Residual magnetism is the amount of magnetism left in the
iron core after the magnetizing force is removed.
4) Flux density is the number of lines of force (flux lines) contained in a square centimeter of area.
5) Field intensity is the strength of the electromagnetic field.
Typical uses of electromagnets in CATV work include videocassette recording heads and relays.
Check yourself
Using Figure 1and the following circuit values:
ET = 100 volts
I
T = 3 amperes
R1 = 20 ohms

ER2 = 40 volts
I
R3 = 1 ampere
PR3 = 40 watts

Find:
1) I
R2 =
2) AT =
3) ER1 =
4) PR2 =
5) What determines the strength of the electromagnetic field
around a current carrying conductor?
Next month we will continue our study of the characteristics
of conductors and magnetic fields by exploring the principles
of operation of both AC and DC generators and motors. Also
covered will be terms used with alternating currents.
•
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Shedding light
on fiber splicing
This is the second installment of aseries
on optical fiber The next part will cover
fiber cable strengths.
By Scott A. Esty
Market Development Supervisor

And Stuart L. Saikkonen
Senior Product Engineer
Telecommunications Products Division
Corning Glass Works

Just looking at an optical fiber, it's
understandable that you might be nervous about splicing together the fine glass
strands. When you think about the almost
unlimited information-carrying capacity
offered by the fiber, the need for areliable,
continuous light path seems even more
evident.
Excellent fiber splices, both optical and
mechanical, can be made routinely today.
But predictability has not always been the
case. Thankfully, we have come a long
way in practical techniques and equipment that have reduced the difficulty in
consistently achieving low-loss, reliable
fiber splices. Yet certain care still is
demanded. Splicing techniques are welldefined, and training of field installers
and emergency restoration crews can be
readily accomplished.
For CATV installers and technicians,
fiber splicing may seem time-consuming
and complex compared to crimping on
and screwing down an Fconnector. In the
fiber world, there is aneed for asimilarly
simple and inexpensive "shirt-pocket"
splice that can be quickly snapped together. Several manufacturers are developing such products for taking fiber all the
way to the home. In the meantime, today's
splicing technology is very functional
for supertrunk and distribution/feeder
applications.
In this article, we'll review some of the
theory behind present state-of-the-art optical fiber splicing and cover some stepby-step procedures. We'll also discuss the
difference between agood splice and one
that needs to be redone and highlight
some new information and test results
from the lab that shed light on fusionsplicing one manufacturer's fiber to
another's. (The focus of this article will be
splicing single-mode fiber, which will probably be the fiber of choice for most CATV
applications. Multimode fiber also may
play arole, but with its larger core sizes,
splicing precision is much less important
and even more easily accomplished.)
22
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Creating an optical path
Why splice at all? Splicing is required
to create a continuous optical path that
transmits light-encoded signals from one
fiber length to another. Fiber can be manufactured in continuous lengths up to 25
km (15.5 miles), and cables are available
up to 12 km (7.5 miles) long. These lengths
minimize the need for cable jointing but
existing real estate often dictates shorter
runs and more splicing joints.
Why not just use afiber-optic connector? Demountable connectors are used in
applications where periodic disconnection is required for maintenance, testing,
repairs or reconfiguration of asystem. The
penalties for this flexibility include higher
cost, larger size and possibly an additional loss of optical power at the connector interface. The alternative to connectorization is some form of splice.
In fiber splicing, the objectives are to
cost-effectively achieve the lowest possible induced loss and greatest possible
long-term reliability. There are two types
of fiber splicing in use today: mechanical
and fusion.
Mechanical splices are either temporary or permanent. Usually, they are relatively easy to install, require few specialized installation tools and have losses
ranging from 0.05 to 0.5 dB for singlemode fibers. A number of mechanical
splice products are available that hold adjacent fibers together in alignment by different proprietary designs. Parts range
from $10 to $40 per splice and some products may require capital equipment outlays of afew thousand dollars for aproduct-specific workstation. There is typically
a tradeoff of lowest-loss performance
against speed and cost.
Fusion splicing produces apermanent
fiber alignment. The fibers are essentially
"welded" together to form avirtually continuous, high tensile strength optical fiber.
Average losses range from 0.05 to 0.2 dB
for single-mode fibers. Whenever large
numbers of splices are required, fusion
splicing can be more economical than
mechanical splicing. After the initial
capital outlay for the splicer ($10,000$30,000), there are no significant recurring costs for material or consumables.
Some of the new automated machines
can splice in 30 to 40 seconds once the
fiber-end preparation is completed,
achieving single-mode fiber splice losses
in the 0.05 dB range.
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Factors that determine loss in any fiber
joining method can be classified as intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic factors are
determined when the fiber is manufactured and therefore are beyond the control of the individual doing the splicing. For
single-mode fibers, the most significant
intrinsic factors are mode-field diameter
(MFD) mismatch and core/cladding
concentricity offsets. It is possible to correct for the latter by using asplicing technique that aligns the fiber cores at the
splice point.
MFD mismatch can be more pronounced when the fibers to be spliced
come from different manufacturers. However, experimentation has demonstrated
that fusion splices between typical singlemode fibers of different manufacturers
and manufacturing processes with different nominal mode-field diameters
result in repeatedly low splice loss.
Average intrinsic splice losses for an array of fiber combinations from different
manufacturers were less than 0.1 dB.
Extrinsic factors are those induced by
splicing methods and procedures. They
can be controlled or minimized by the individual doing the splicing and, more
recently, by automated fusing cycles
found on new equipment. Extrinsic factors
include fiber-end preparation and separation, lateral and angular misalignment,
back reflection, contamination and core
deformation from the fusion step.
In practice, design engineers, construction supervisors and installers tend to
push for the lowest possible loss fusion
and mechanical splices, regardless of the
time or cost. This lowest-loss performance
is not always needed, particularly as fiber
links are proven for shorter spans. In fact,
attenuators now are often required to reduce signal power to the responsive range
of receiver detectors. Design engineers
can define specific splice loss requirements from which loss vs. time and cost
tradeoffs can be made.
Much of the procedure for setup and
preparation is common to all methods of
mechanical and fusion splicing. Other
steps are specific to one technique.

Equipment and preparation
Successful splicing under field conditions requires organization, coordination
among team members for splice testing
and proper equipment, materials and
training. Tools, materials and techniques
are continually improving, so it is important to keep current. There is no substitute
for proper training and familiarity with
equipment and hardware options.
Careful site preparation is essential for
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productive and reliable splicing. The work
area must be clean and well organized.
Adverse environmental conditions such
as dust, high winds, rain or snow must be
controlled to avoid problems with fiber
alignment and contamination. When
splicing in remote, confined areas (aerial,
for example), make sure that all tools and
supplies are on-site before proceeding.
Once the fiber is stripped, cleaved and
cleaned, speed is essential to minimize
contamination-related problems. Contamination on the bare fiber surfaces may increase splice loss, reduce splice tensile
strength or both.
When monitoring the splicing operation
by either the optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR) or power loss testing
method, it should be standard procedure
to verify the integrity of the fibers before
and after the cable pulling for reference
purposes. If splices are to be tested with
an OTDR or other remote means during
the operation, a reliable radio or other
communication link needs to be established between the splicing and testing
personnel before proceeding.
All cable and fiber length measurements made while preparing an optical
cable for splicing must be precise and
should be double-checked. Cables
should be laid up in the trays, racks or
other supports. All points where cables
will enter the splice enclosures and anchor points to the splice organizers need
to be precisely and clearly marked; tape
works well for this. The organizer and
closure instructions should be consulted
for each particular design. Any required
cable slack also must be taken into account before cutting.
Cable jackets, shields, core wrappings,
strength members and buffer tubes must
be carefully and neatly trimmed to length.
Also, remove any water-resistant compounds and install any required cable
breakout fittings according to the manufacturer's instructions. At this point,
cables and strength members can be
fastened to the splice organizer, the
organizer mounted on or near the splice
work station and each fiber labeled or
otherwise identified to avoid later confusion during the splicing operations.
Before stripping the fiber, any protective
tube or jacket selected for enclosing the
finished splice should be slid onto the
fiber and moved out of the way. The fiber
buffer coating can be removed by anumber of techniques such as amechanical
stripping tool, thermal stripping equipment or a chemical stripper (such as
methylene chloride). However, mechanical stripping is preferred since it is fast,
24
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safe, inexpensive and creates a welldefined coating termination. Care must be
taken to avoid damaging the fiber surface.
The stripping tool should be the proper
size and design for the fiber and buffer
combination being stripped. Do not strip
off too much of the coating at once or the
fiber could break.
Any buffer coating residue that remains
after stripping should be removed from
the bare fiber surface because it can degrade the ability of typical fiber cleaving
tools to produce acceptable fiber-end
faces in the subsequent cleaving operation. Aclean, dry cotton pad gently pulled
over the fiber surface works well for most
mechanically stripped fibers with acrylate
buffer coatings.
It is important to handle bare fibers as
little as possible from this point until the
splice is completed. This will minimize the
chance of contaminating them with dust
or body oils, which contribute to high extrinsic splice loss and low tensile strength.
It also is important to complete the remaining splicing process as quickly as possible
since delays will expose the fiber to additional airborne contaminants.
The goal of fiber cleaving is to produce
a flat, smooth perpendicular fiber-end
face. Quality of the end cleave is one of
the most important factors in producing
the lowest-loss fusion and mechanical
splices. The method used must produce
aclean surface with no lips or chips and
afiber-end angle of less than 1degree.
It also is important to cleave the cable so
only the minimum required length of fiber
is exposed beyond the buffer coating.
This minimizes mechanical damage to
the glass due to inadvertent contact with
other objects and reduces the glass surface area exposed to airborne contamination. Before proceeding, cleave quality
should be verified under approximately
100x magnification and redone if necessary. Some fusion splicers have built-in
viewers for this purpose. At this point
fusion and mechanical splice procedures
diverge.

Fiber alignment for fusion splicing
The fiber clamps and stages on the
fusion splicer must be thoroughly cleaned
before proceeding. Manual wiping with a
clean cotton swab dampened with alcohol
will accomplish this. Mount the clean,
cleaved fibers into the alignment blocks
and/or holding mechanism of the splicer.
First, visually align the fibers in the
lateral (X-Y) directions. Visual alignment
requires maintaining the smallest gap
possible between the fibers, thus reducing
the visual errors that may occur when
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manually aligning the edges of the fibers
under magnification. However, visual
alignment usually is not precise enough,
for even if the outer cladding surfaces of
single-mode fiber could be perfectly aligned, fiber core/cladding concentricity offset error may lead to lateral core offsets
of up to 2microns. That offset alone would
contribute nearly 0.2 dB of loss, since
single-mode fiber cores are only 8to 10
microns in diameter.
Power alignment is abetter way to align
the fiber prior to fusing. It determines optimum fiber alignment by the amount of optical power transferred through the splice
point. A light source is connected to the
input end of one fiber, then light is transmitted through the splice point and detected by an optical power meter at the
output end. This alignment method requires atechnician to monitor the output
power level at a remote location with a
communications link back to the individual operating the splicer. This method
optimally aligns the fiber cores rather than
the cladding.
An alternative to power alignment is to
use alocal injection and detection system
(LIDS), now found on many fusion
splicers. Essentially, it is apower alignment system self-contained at the fusion
site. LIDS eliminates the need for remote
monitoring; the fibers on either side of the
splice point are bent around cylindrical
mandrels small enough to allow the injection of light through the buffer on the input side and detection on the output side.
Profile alignment systems (PAS) represent the state-of-the-art in fiber alignment.
Collimated light is directed through the
fibers at right angles to the fiber axis at the
splice point itself, and is used to produced
an image of the fiber cores that can be
brought into alignment. PAS units create
acomputer-generated image of the core
centerlines that the computer brings into
alignment automatically prior to fusing.
Although PAS systems are more expensive, they achieve high quality fusion
splices with minimal operator training.
Once fibers have been cleaved, cleaned
and inserted into the splicer, the entire
alignment and fusion process is fully
automated.
Once fibers are optimally aligned, the
actual fusing process can be initiated. The
first step prior to fusion is to "arc clean"
the fiber ends to remove any remaining
contaminants from the end-faces. The
ends are blasted with one or more short
bursts of arc current. This step also slightly rounds the fiber ends. Many automated
splicers integrate this pre-fusion step into the subsequent fusion cycle.
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The fibers are now ready to be fused.
Most splicers initiate an automatic, timefused cycle when the arc button is
pressed. Some, as previously noted, incorporate acompletely preprogrammed
alignment and fusing cycle.
After the fiber is fused, two main parameters determine the quality of the splice:
fiber strength and induced loss at the
splice point. To test for strength, some
splicers incorporate a preprogrammed
pull test after the fiber is fused; if the fiber
doesn't break, it passes the test. Strength
also can be estimated simply by pulling
gently on the completed joint after releasing the fiber from the holding platform. Induced loss generally is checked
by remote OTDR or power testing in a
fashion similar to that described for alignment. If the loss is unacceptable, the fiber
needs to be respliced.
Once the fiber is satisfactorily spliced,
slide the splice protection sleeve over the
joint and fasten it to the fiber. Depending
on the type of sleeve used, this may involve mechnical crimping, UV-cured adhesives or heat shrinking. Then secure
the completed splice assemblies into the
splice organizer.
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Fiber alignment
for mechnical splicing
Most mechnical splices rely on the precision forming and/or machining of the
splice parts for optimum positioning.
Some splices consist of one all-inclusive
splice body. Other splices are assembled
from three main parts: aferrule attached
to both fibers being joined and ahousing
to hold them together. The bare glass fiber
is fixed in the splice ferrules or capillary
channels by an epoxy cured either by heat
or UV light.
The fiber cladding is guided by the inside surface of the splice cavities. Consequently, the relative positioning of the
fiber cores is dependent on the geometric
precision of the splice parts and the core/
clad concentricity of the fibers. With the
fibers initially positioned, typically butted
up against each other, some mechanical
splice designs allow for further fine tuning.
This is accomplished by rotating the fibers
relative to one another. Power maximization is identified by one of the power alignment, OTDR or LIDS techniques described previously. Once the optimum
power position is identified, the ferrules
are clamped in place or the bonding agent
is cured, making the splice permanent.
An index matching gel or epoxy is often
used to fill any potential air gap between
the fiber-end faces. Such an interface with
a medium, like air, with adifferent index
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of refraction than the glass will result in
some reflected light back into the fiber. Filling the gap with an index matching gel
can minimize this effect. Control of this
problem is particularly important in analog
transmission of video signals, where
back-reflected light can induce modal
noise that interferes with transmission
quality.
The installation of over 5 million miles
of fiber, with thousands of fiber splices,
has taken fiber technology comfortably
beyond its initial birth pangs. The rough
edges of fiber-system design, installation
and operation procedures have been
worked out and are now routine and

established. Splicing techniques, whether
mechanical or fusion, produce reliable,
repeatable results. Training of installers
and technicians can be readily accomplished.
Optical fiber splices are not as simple
and inexpensive as an F fitting on coax,
but fiber splicing need not be ahurdle in
the total system analysis of fiber vs. coaxial cable. Cable systems are establishing
afirm track record with fiber supertrunks
now. Fiber distribution systems are being
planned to leapfrog troublesome amplifier
cascades. Chances are you will have an
opportunity to work with fiber sooner than
you'd have bet a year ago.
•
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Connector excellence
By Rex Porter and David Butchko

Pyramid Industries

During the past two decades, research
and development toward better cables and
amplifiers has led to great engineering
achievements in both products. But, while
these major breakthroughs were being announced in cable and amplifiers, the connectors had not changed as dramatically.
The emphasis on marketing connectors
seemed to have become apitched battle
whether three-piece connectors were
superior or whether two-piece connectors
were cost-effective enough to offset that
presumed superiority.
At the start of 1988, marketing and
engineering at Pyramid Industries began
scheduled meetings to research and plan
improvements to assure CATV connectors
would become as "user-friendly" as
possible for the technician/splicer under
the following guidelines:
1) The connector line should include
both two-piece and three-piece versions.
2) The two-piece connector should be
equal to both the mechanical and electrical
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specifications of the three-piece product.
3) The connector prices should remain
competitive with other leading manufacturers.
4) The connectors should have visible
improvements that a small, but local,
direct sales/service force and alarge, but
remote, distributor sales force could sell
its features and benefits against older, unimproved connectors.
To begin this march to connector excellence, Pyramid first had to make some
changes to designs of connectors already
being produced in its Phoenix, Ariz.,
plant:
A) Pyramid had historically promoted
the three-piece over the two-piece version.
B) Pyramid connectors were being
lubricated with a"wet" lubricating agent.
C) Pyramid connectors used an internally threaded seizing or ferrule assembly
that might be screwed out of the connector
when the connector was being removed
from atight fit over cable.
D) Pyramid connectors used agrade of
0-ring that had to be treated in-plant to
help protect against ozone damage. Other
competitors used asuperior neoprene rubber that might not have to be treated inplant if they passed afail/safe test in an
ozone chamber.
E) Pyramid connectors used aflat rubber washer in the back nut that would
sometimes restrict movement over cable.
William Morris, director of Pyramid's
engineering department, had already
begun design of aradically improved twopiece connector. As aresult, he applied
for final disposition of aU.S. patent in
December 1987. Now, Pyramid began to
initiate changes:
A) Pyramid improved the internal
seizing for both the two- and three-piece
connectors. Now, users of the new twopiece "PI" Series would realize the same
service and life expectancy as users of the
improved three-piece "PRS" Series.
Since Pyramid upgraded both versions to
match or surpass seizing capabilities of
competitor's connectors, the decision was
made to sell either version according to
the customer's preference. But the warranty for both would be the same.
B) Investigation led Pyramid to an im-
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proved dry lubricant applied to threaded
areas.
C) Pyramid replaced the previously
threaded internal seizing assembly with
an assembly held in place by ametal retaining clip. This clip was seated into aretaining slot so the internal parts could no
longer be removed from the connectors.
D) Studying materials available for use
in 0-rings, Pyramid discovered amaterial
was available which was superior to the
neoprene being used by their competitors.
Comparative tests showed competitors
were using neoprene grades with "batch
tests" for fail/pass results. This new
material, E-P or ethylene-propylene, is
more expensive as araw material. But its
use does not require batch testing because
it is not affected by ozone or other weather
demons that can cause 0-rings to harden,
shrink and crack. Knowing that aconnector is only as good as its 0-ring quality,
Pyramid decided to continue its commitment to excellence and use only E-P for
all its 0-ring needs.
E) Pyramid replaced the flat washer in
its back nut with the new E-P 0-ring.
If Pyramid had simply stopped its improvements at this point, it could have
claimed superiority over its competitors.
But, having lost amarket lead in earlier
years, Earl Gilbert, chairman, CEO and
the man who introduced the first 75 ohm
connectors to an "infant" CATV industry,
decided that Pyramid's R&D had just
begun. To Earl, user-friendly meant the
technician/splicer should be comfortable
with all phases of connector use—whether
assembling it onto the cable or removing
it for repairs to the CATV equipment.
Constant feedback from the field was
that 0-rings at the back of connectors
sometimes would bind up under the nut
during its removal and the 0-ring would
"walk" across the threads. This would require the connector to be cut from the cable
or could destroy the 0-ring's shape and
usefulness. Figure 1shows aconnector
design where the 0-ring is at the threads.
Pyramid decided to move the 0-rings
back from the threaded areas and machined
aslot into which the 0-ring would seat.
This would not allow the 0-ring to walk
at all and certainly improved the security
of the seal. Now, by machining the forward lip of the back nut, the 0-ring was
properly compressed during tightening
and Pyramid could now guarantee atrue

metal to metal "positive stop." No longer
would there be aneed for torque-wrench
use or formulas consisting of ' hand-tight"
and some number of flats. As the abstract
of the patent states, "A positive visually
apparent physical interference between the
rear and front nut bodies prevents overtightening and resulting damage." It
should be added that its true positive-stop
nature prevents undertightening in all but
intentional cases. Figure 2shows the improved 0-ring location.
Another complaint was that the technician/splicer had to use different size
wrenches to tighten the one connector size.
So Pyramid decided to continue the use
of common-size bar stock throughout each
connector body/front nut/back nut
assembly. This also would allow the
splicer maximum clearance at multi-port
locations. Various tests, using larger connector sections proved that the inherent
weakness of any connector is its 5/8 KSport area. Intentionally overtightening
connectors during tests proved that the
connectors either broke at the KS-port or
else the threads stripped out in that port.
Figure 3is acomparison of "constant"
vs. "varying" sectional sizes throughout
aconnector body.
From time to time, technicians complained that cable cracked at the rear of
connectors for no apparent reason. Close
inspection showed that the cable's aluminum sheath was more properly secured
and fully supported if the RFI sleeve was
even with the end of the connector after
it is fully tightened. These tests led
Pyramid to develop a"captive sleeve" for
its PI Series. The captive sleeve will allow
the installation of the aluminum sheath onto the steel sleeve even at some slight angle
as it is movable until the connector is
tightened. The superiority of this sleeve

Figure 5
Approximately
1% "

Approximately 2"

can be proven by:
1) Remove the back nut from the main
body, with no cable attached.
2) Looking directly into the rear end
of the connector, as you begin to thread
the nut on, watch the steel sleeve position.
3) You will see the sleeve begin to lock
into position and tightening will drive the
sleeve back until it is exactly even with the
end of the connector.
4) This also visually demonstrates
proper support for the cable. Figure 4
compares the new captive sleeve to the
older integral sleeve.
Construction projects are often shut
down because connectors with regular
pins were received at the job site when the
equipment required the longer T-pins.
Pyramid felt that charging extra for T-pins
might jeopardize the use of certain products, so the decision was made to only

manufacture connectors with T-pins, at no
extra charge. Figure 5compares the length
of each pin version.
At a recent marketing/engineering
meeting, the fact that Pyramid was the only
connector supplier to offer aone-year warranty was discussed. Because Pyramid's
distributors must feel secure with shipping
times from both the manufacturer to their
stocking locations and then from the stocking location to the job sites, Pyramid felt
that a90-day warranty might not cover
construction projects with enough time to
guarantee anything. So, as apledge to continuing efforts in connector excellence,
Pyramid will continue to ship its products
backed by afull 365-day warranty.
These are positive changes that Pyramid
believes will help propel it back into the
leadership role as the '80s come to aclose
and anew decade begins.
•
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SERIES II FREQUENCY AGILE MODULATOR

with positive, negative and 0 offsets built in
Reeder Service Number 12.

Advertorial

Installation of afrequency agile headend
By Karl Witbeck
Applications Engineer

And John Coiro
Vice President, Sales, ISS Engineering

ISS Engineering equipment is designed
for ease of installation into a new or
existing headend. However, proper planning and preparation must be given prior
to the actual installation. This often means
simply assuring an adequate supply of
quad shielded cable, quality "F" fittings,
agood set of hex crimpers and the elusive
10-32 rack screws (of which every job
seems to be three or four short of enough!).
The next consideration will be the combiner or acombining network using high
quality directional couplers available from
various manufacturers. The key words
high quality cannot be stressed enough in
relation to the installation of aheadend.
Regardless of the care, superior construction and materials used in the system, the
limiting factor is the quality of the headend. The savings of arelatively few dollars
in materials for the headend can degrade
the picture quality throughout the entire
system. But, if you have quality leaving
the headend, then and only then will the

Figure 1: Headend rack layout
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system have the opportunity to deliver a
qualitative signal.
When racking the equipment, consideration should be given at the initial stage
of headend planning. The common temptation is to put 100 pounds of equipment
in a10-pound box. (We have heard stories
of 1,000 pounds put into a5-pound box!)
When planning arack layout, equipment
should be spaced with vent panels so that
convection cooling can take place. We
highly recommend this be considered in
the rack layout. Using astandard rack layout form for arack with 19-inch rack rail
spacing, equipment can be penciled in to
determine the amount of space needed and
the number of racks required. Also, it is
recommended to leave some space for
future expansion.
Figure 1shows aheadend rack layout
in a77-inch rack. Note that the entire rack
is filled and vents are used above the
modulators. When arack of this size is installed, the location should be equipped
with air conditioning or ventilation of sufficient size.
It is important to give attention to the
routing of cables to avoid the spaghetti factory look. There is nothing worse than getting lost in acable jungle. There are afew
basic rules to follow when cabling aheadend (see Figure 2):
1) Incoming and outgoing cables should
be harnessed separately and, in most
cases, should be routed to opposite sides
of the rack.
2) Leave a2-foot service loop on cables
going to and from individual pieces of
equipment for future removal for service,
troubleshooting or relocation.
3) Audio, video and RF cables should
be harnessed separately and preferably run
in separate conduit or tray to and from the
rack. This is especially true when using
subchannels (or T-channels).
4) Ty-wrap all cable harnesses to harness straps bolted to the sides of the rack.
The straps are '/ 8-inch by l'/4-inch angle
metal stock run the full height of the rack.
They are available at most hardware stores.
5) All distribution equipment such as
splitters, combiners and taps that are not
directly rack-mountable should be bolted
to apiece of 1
/-inch plywood (preferably
2
painted black) fastened to the inner sides
of the rack. The strips of plywood should
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be small enough to allow room for the
harness straps.
6) Always avoid sharp bends in cable
runs and provide plastic or rubber bushings over any metal edges in the path of
the cable harness.
7) It is always recommended to keep all
cables off the floor. Once coaxial cable
is stepped on, it damages the dielectric and
alters the impedance characteristics.
Channel processors utilizing the ISS
Magnum Series afford the system an "any
channel in/any channel out" format
through the use of ademod/remod process. To set up the demodulator portion
of the Magnum Series processor the only
requirements are the known signal level
of the desired channel, and attenuators to
allow the signal to be padded slightly
below the maximum input of the demodulator's specification (maximum of +20
dBmV, minimum of —10 dBmV). Always
attenuate at the input of the demod section, using amale/female-type attenuator
available from any number of manufacturers. Once the proper input channel is
selected and levels are established, you
must decide who is going to be in the headend and the probability of an inadvertent
channel change on the processor. The demodulator (GL-1000A) has front panel
switches as afeature, to facilitate the ease
of channel change. In light of this, the ease
of inadvertent change is also always present. To correct this situation there is a
non-volatile "lockout" memory incorporated into the GL-1000A. You simply
add the desired channel into memory,
thereby locking out all others. Then an accidental brushup against the channel selection switch or the best efforts of helpful,
but unauthorized, persons cannot force a
channel change until you specifically add
other channels to the memory.
In the setup of the processor's modulator
portion, the same considerations are present for output level and aural carrier level
(typically 15 dB below video); however,
the major difference is in areas where the
off-air signal is transmitted offset due to
proximity to another signal on the same
channel (or adesired offset where onchannel processing takes place, in lieu of
"phaselock"). This feature causes the
tuner of the cable converter to seek out the
strongest signal present with the AFT

(automatic fine tuning) window and lock
onto it instead of the weaker undesired
signal. To achieve the same offset in the
system, the technician only needs to access
the front panel offset switch and apply the
same (or greater) degree of offset (i.e.,
12.5 or 25 kHz). This is adetent-type recessed screw adjustment from the front
panel and requires no special equipment
or tools to perform. However, as amatter
of good practice, it is always advisable to
use afrequency counter to verify and note
the measured offset frequency on this and
any change or new installation of headend
equipment.
Although the ISS Engineering series of
modulators all have front panel LED indicators for overmodulation, it is suggested
that at the time of installation (and on a
periodic basis as agood engineering practice with all headend equipment from any
manufacturer) a spectrum analyzer be
used to adjust the depth of modulation to
87.5 percent according to the operating instructions of the analyzer. The LEDs serve
as a"quick" method when you do not have
an analyzer readily available or aquick
check to ensure you are not overmodulating. To set modulation using the LEDs,
simply insert an alignment tool into the
modulation adjustment on the front panel
and rotate the adjustment clockwise until
the LED is illuminated. Then slowly rotate
the adjustment in a counterclockwise
direction until the LED just extinguishes
and stays off. If there lea "flicker" in the
LED, the unit is still overmodulating.
Demodulating a"sub-channel" signal
is just as easily accomplished with the
GL-1000A. To access the subchannel spectrum on demodulators with the T-channel
option, an F-to-F jumper is connected between the "midband out" port and the "A
input," select "A input" on the front panel
and connect the incoming T-channel
source to the connector marked "T CH"
and tune the appropriate channel desired.
The channel selector will show Channel
14 corresponding to T7 and T14 represented as Channel 21, inclusive.
Satellite-delivered channels are as simple to install as off-air, assuming that
proper dish alignment has been achieved
and an adequate interference-free signal
is present. Powering of the LNA or LNB
has often caused the most confusion re-

gardless of the receiver manufacturer.
With the GL-5000A, each input from the
LNB has apowered output. As amatter
of good practice, we recommend that each
receiver's LNB fuse (located on the rear
panel) be removed and stored for future
use. Only one receiver per polarity should
have afuse left in it to power the LNB. The
confusion as to if asplitter has more than
one power passing leg and which receiver
provides power, has caused many ablown
fuse, frayed nerves and headaches. By removing all but one fuse, the problems
quickly vanish.
The GL-5000A satellite receiver takes
into consideration amultitude of available
signal conditions (-60 to —20 dBm/
carrier) and provides aswitchable attenuator on the input to accommodate for your
local area. The receiver is shipped with
the attenuator switched "in," providing
an attenuated signal at the input of the tuner
for all uses except in the extremely low
signal areas. In these areas the attenuation
may be switched out to provide an extended range of acceptable signal. The appearance of "sparkies" is the first visual
indication of alow signal level, requiring
the attenuator to be switched back in and/
or additional power passing attenuators be
added at the input to the receiver starting
with 3dB and increasing in 3dB steps until
the attenuation is sufficient. It is important that the attenuation is placed at the
receiver, as power varies from transponder
to transponder and attenuating at the signal
splitter of LNB might cause lower than acceptable levels to the rest of the receivers
on that polarity and create more work for
you to switch out attenuation on those other
receivers.
The modulator setup for use of asatellite-delivered channel is the saine for aprocessor with the following exceptions.
Closely follow the VideoCipher (VC) installation and authorization process. Once
the sync light on the VC is illuminated and
aclear picture available, install the modulator as before. If a13TSC stereo encoder
is to be used, the pre-emphasis selector
on the rear panel of the ISS modulators
must be set to the "off" position to allow
for the stereo signal to properly pass to the
system. If the signal is not encoded with
aBTSC encoder the selector must be left
in the "on" position to provide the neces-

Figure 2: Top view of rack layout
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sary pre-emphasis. The modulator can be
reconfigured as required for stereo with
the simple switch selection.
An important note to modulator setup
is an unfounded rumor in the industry that
the only "legal" offset is "positive."
Numerous inquiries have been made to the
FCC's (Cable Compliance) office in
Washington, D.C., and all have received
the same answer: Offset—there is no required or desired direction, positive or
negative, as long as the specified channel
is offset by the required amount (12.5 to
25 kHz) and the FCC is advised of this
action as is required. It is even "legal"
to mix positive and negative offsets in the
same system, as long as you fulfill your
requirements to notify the FCC.
The myths of carrier-to-noise (C/N) are
dispelled by asimple addition of logic. In
atraditional fixed-channel modulator, a
bandpass filter is located immediately
before the output connector. With the ISS
series of modulators the bandpass filter is
located after the output connector. When
ordering your channels, designate achannel for each Series 1:1 modulator (no charge
with the Series II). This is anon-permanent filter that may be removed and
changed as your channel lineup changes,
affording you complete agility and aC/N
of up to 90 dB per channel. If areplacement filter is required, anominal charge
of less than $30 is the total ISS cost. If an
emergency change is required and afilter
is not immediately available, there is no
serious degradation in operating several
modulators without filters (we recommend
no more than four) until new ones can be
obtained.
•
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Will the CATV installer with the best customer relations practices please step forward and connect the subscriber's set?

Customer relations in two acts: Act I
Taken from the Performance Plus Installer
Manual, this two-part article will discuss
ideas and methods of customer relations
for installers and field personnel.
By Dana Eggert
President, Performance Plus

Scene I: The first impression
Action: An installer swings his vehicle
into the driveway of anormal house anywhere in suburbia and slams on the
brakes; he appears to be late. He jumps
out of the vehicle, leaving the door open,
and hurries up to the front door. He rings
the doorbell twice and knocks on the
screen door.
Inside, the homeowner, annoyed at the
excessive noise at the front door, gets up
and walks toward the door. She looks
through the peephole, but only can see
a man wearing a baseball cap, T-shirt
and faded jeans, and a vehicle in the
driveway. She thinks to herself, "Could
this be the man from the cable company?" (Audio under: Theme from Jaws)
"Maybe Ishould call the cable company
first, just in case. Oh well, I'll just leave the
chain on and open the door slightly." She
opens the door...
Will she let this man into her home
based on her first impression? The odds
are probably against him at this point. But
why does she have anegative and apprehensive attitude about this man when she
hasn't even talked to him?
32
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You are allowed only one first impression. Once acustomer has formed that
initial feeling or attitude about you it is
difficult to change, especially if it is a
negative impression. While first impressions may seem to take only asplit second to develop, customers often process
agreat deal of information to come to that
impression. Appearance plays asignificant part in forming that impression, but
other things like being late or on time,
driving and parking the vehicle, the
number of times you ring the doorbell and
other already established biases are all
part of forming that first important
impression.
Our customer started forming her impression of that installer before he ever got
out of the vehicle, and for reasons that he
may not have even thought were very important (like being afew minutes late and
parking the vehicle on her property). Once
he did get out of the vehicle, the installer
continued to dissolve the customer's first
impression by ringing the doorbell excessively. Only after all this data was collected
did she finally see the installer for the first
time and that was all she needed to pass
the final sentence.
Your appearance affects the customer's first impression of you and your
cable company. Because you represent
the company, the customer assumes that
your appearance reflects the attitudes and
expectations of the company. Showing up
with faded and torn jeans, tennis shoes
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and aworn-out T-shirt conveys that the
company isn't very concerned about providing apositive image and therefore may
not be too concerned about providing
quality service. On the other hand, when
you appear at the front door in clean jeans,
work boots and auniform work shirt with
company name and logo on it, the customer assumes apositive impression of
you and that you represent a serviceoriented company.
What would happen to our customer's
impression if instead of the installer showing up in aT-shirt and faded jeans, he was
wearing aclean uniform shirt and clean
jeans? Isn't it possible that all the annoying behavior already exhibited by the installer might now be perceived by the
customer as quality-minded and enthusiastic? "Well, he knew he was alittle
late, so he was just hurrying so as not to
inconvenience me any further."
Part of your appearance and professional image also relies on good hygiene.
While it can be difficult and sensitive to
discuss, it is one that you must be aware
of as adirect customer contact.
It is important to present a clean
image—hair combed or brushed, hands
and face clean and as odor-free as possible. Obviously, it is more difficult to be
fresh and clean on the last job of the day
as it is the first, but the last customer's impression of you and the company is just
as important as the first. If the drop installation occurred only outside it would

be much easier, but since you are inside
the customer's personal living space you
should be sensitive to your body hygiene.
Checking your appearance in the vehicle mirror before approaching the
customer's door is an easy way to ensure
agood first impression. You also may want
to carry an extra uniform shirt on those
particularly hot days. Your appearance is
perhaps the single most important factor
in affecting the customer's first impression. A neat uniform and clean image will
help create the positive, professional impression you want that customer to have.

Scene II: A stranger in the house
Action: Slowly, the door opens three inches. The installer, abit puzzled, moves
his face close to the doorway and says,
"Uh, I'm here to install your cable. Can
Icome in and see your TV sets?" The
customer, now extremely apprehensive,
asks him for company identification. "Oh,
sure, lady—right here."
Reluctantly, the customer removes the
chain and lets the installer inside. As they
walk toward the first TV set in the family
room, she starts to stay that there will be
another hookup in the master bedroom,
but instead says, "I've changed my mind
about two hookups. Ionly want this one
TV hooked up." Would the customer have
hooked up both TV sets if the installer
made her feel just a little more comfortable about being in her house?
As an installer, you perform maybe five
or six drops per day—or 30 per week, 120
per month and 1,400 drops per year. You
are used to going in and out of other people's homes as part of the job—it is
routine. But it isn't routine for the average
cable subscriber who experiences adrop
installation, with the installer in the home
(not including service calls), maybe five
or six times in this lifetime.
Nobody likes to let astranger into his
own personal living space. It is his private,
unviolated territory. But just by being there
to install cable service you threaten that
space.
Think about how you differ from other
service installers for a moment. If you
were aplumber, you might be there to fix
a specific problem or install a new hot
water heater. The customer knows exactly
what to expect, what a hot water heater
does, and pays aone-time fee. Or say you
were a carpet installer. Again, the customer knows exactly what he is buying. In

fact, he even picked it out himself.
But you're there to install ongoing service that the customer pays for on a
monthly basis, with multiple choices and
options, different fees for different services, additional charges for equipment
and outlets, astrange-looking box on top
of the TV—a confusing service. Additionally, the customer may have expectations of cable that are not entirely realistic,
but as the installer, you have to deal with.
"I thought there were 60 channels." "This
will clear up my fuzzy pictures, right?"
"What do you mean, Ican't use my
remote control?" "Don't you have any
pastel colors in those horrid boxes?" And
so forth.
In essence, then, during the entire drop
installation process you are forming what
will be the ongoing relationship between
the customer and the cable company. You
are what the customer will remember
about the company. By making a good
first impression and putting your customer
at ease with your being in his private
space, you will develop apositive relationship for the company.
Making the customer feel less concerned with your presence should start
right away with a positive attitude and a
smile at all times. When meeting the
customer for the first time, greet the
customer by name (found on the work
order), give your name and why you are
there. Always offer company identification. Review the scheduled services with
the customer and verify the amount of
money to be collected before ever proceeding inside. Remember not to get too
close to the customer; always allow for
personal space.
Once you determine where the outlets
will be installed, explain the entire process
to the customer: where the cable will be
routed, how many drill holes, how long it
will take both inside and out, etc. Don't
wait for the customer to ask, "What are
you doing to my house?!" Then give the
customer the opportunity to ask questions
and request changes to your plan where
appropriate.
Always be patient. If the customer has
questions during the process, listen carefully and try to solve any problems or
answer any questions quickly but courteously. This is an important relationship
you're building.
Because you are a stranger in the
house, one of the most important ways to

set the customer at ease and earn his
respect is to show extra care and caution
with property, both inside and out.
Here are some dos and don'ts of
courtesy during the drop process:
• Park your vehicle on public roadways
whenever possible; avoid parking on
the customer's property.
• Wipe your feet each time you enter the
customer's house.
• Clean up all debris caused by the installation and dispose of it off the
customer's property.
• Ask the customer before you use the
telephone, when necessary.
• Be extra careful when moving ladders
inside the house to keep from damaging walls or molding.
• Don't smoke inside the house or leave
cigarette butts on the property.
• Don't sit on the customer's furniture.
• Don't put tools on the furniture or TV
set.
• Don't make smudges on the walls
from dirty hands or tools.
• Don't make unnecessary noise.
• Don't use the customer's bathroom.
• Don't accept food or beverages (other
than water) or monetary tips from the
customer.
Showing the customer simple courtesy
does not take any extra time and is well
worth the effort in establishing that healthy
relationship between the customer and
the cable company. As the representative
from the company, you are the vital link
between the two. Because the installation
is often the customer's first opportunity to
deal face-to-face with the cable company,
your appearance, performance, customer
relations skills and attitude are key in
developing apositive, professional image
that the customer will remember.

Scene III: Conclusion
Action: Three weeks later, the customer
is watching television and notices an
unusual, almost herringbone pattern on
the picture. She attempts to correct the
fine tuning, but only makes it worse. She
begins to get a sinking feeling in her
stomach. "Maybe Icould just live with it
awhile longer; it might clear up." But after
another 30 minutes she knows..." No, no,
oh please, not the cable company again."
(Audio up: Theme from Jaws; fade to
black.)
•
To be continued...
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Regulations and reporting
The following is the policy of American
Television and Communications Corp.,
taken from an ATC training manual, and is
the second of two parts.
By Gary Wesa

"A properly planned safety
program will establish
a hazard-free workplace
for all employees."

Technical Development Specialist
ATC National Training Center

Cable television, which falls into the
telecommunications field by OSHA standards, is not considered to have ahigh accident rate when compared to other types
of industries or professions. Nevertheless,
linemen and technical personnel frequently perform job duties requiring extensive knowledge of safety equipment,
rules, regulations and proper climbing
techniques, in order to perform under
sometimes adverse conditions. Commonly, it is alack of knowledge or training that
creates carelessness on the employee's
part. Proper training certainly helps deter
accidents.
The employees' safety responsibility is
to report any job-related injury or illness
to their supervisor promptly and seek
treatment. Employees should always be
encouraged to seek needed medical attention. They should feel aresponsibility
to bring to their immediate supervisor's attention any "near misses" that could have
caused an accident. These close calls
can be corrected before they become
serious accidents. With people involved,
accidents can have a very detrimental
effect on the entire workforce.
The most important reason for reporting
accidents is to avoid any recurrence.
Once notified, the supervisor is to seek
elimination of any unsafe condition or act
to prevent asimilar type of accident. Before any correction takes place, the supervisor should conduct an accident investigation, creating a feedback loop for increased emphasis in safety. Some benefits of conducting an investigation are:
1) determining the cause,
2) preventing breakdowns,
3) developing better methods,
4) pinpointing training needs,
5) showing employees concern for their
well-being,
6) adding knowledge to all jobs and
7) evaluating the training the supervisor
is giving.
34
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Costs incurred by accidents affect the
employee and employer in many ways. In
addition to the suffering that accidents
cause, there are two types of costs that affect business efficiency. The direct costs,
known as insured costs, are those paid to
injured employees for workers' compensation and medical treatment. The indirect costs are the uninsured costs that
affect supervisors, co-workers and productivity. There is usually considerable
time lost in repairing, replacing and cleaning up. Indirect costs also may include
overtime wages of substitute employee(s)
picking up the slack for the injured
employee, thus creating aloss of business
income. Losses may even become serious enough to affect public relations.
All cable systems are required by the

ing year no later than Feb. 1 and must
remain in place until at least March 1of
that year.
Even if there were no injuries or illnesses during the year, zeros must be
entered on the total line and the form
posted. The person who compiles the annual summary totals certifies that the
totals are true and complete by signing the
bottom of the form.
To supplement Form 200, each system
must maintain a more detailed record of
each recordable injury and illness on
OSHA Form 101. Other forms, such as
workers' compensation, insurance or
other reports, are acceptable as records
if they contain all facts listed on Form 101.
With the exception of annual posting re-

Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970 to maintain alog of all recordable oc-

quirements, all other guidelines for Form
200 also applies to Form 101. Instructions
for each form are given on the back side
of the form.
Remember that OSHA rules, and safety
and health guidelines in general, apply to
all employees and not just to outside linemen and technicians. A secretary can trip
on an electrical cord and hit her head on
adesk as easily as alineman can fall from
a pole.

cupational deaths, injuries and illnesses
on OSHA Form 200 (available from the

Inspections

Department of Labor). The safety officer
may be responsible for assuring that this
form gets filled out and posted properly.
Each recordable case on the log must be
filled out withion six work days after learning of its occurrence.
Logs must be kept and maintained for
five years following the end of the calendar year to which they relate. Logs must
be available at each system or operating
location for inspection and copying by
representatives of the Department of
Labor or the Department of Health and
Human Services and any states accorded
jurisdiction under the act. Employees,
former employees and/or their authorized
representatives also have access to the
log.
The posting requirements for Form 200
state that acopy of the totals and information following the fold line of the last page
for the year must be posted in each system regardless of the number of system
employees. It must be posted the follow-
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To convey the importance of safety rules
and regulations, periodic safety inspections should be performed. These tell the
employees that the supervisor is concerned about their safety and well-being.
The three essential steps when performing any safety inspection are to 1) plan
ahead, 2) communicate and 3) follow up.
When planning safety inspections, it is
necessary to organize all materials and
equipment needed well in advance. Items
needed may be checklists, previous
records, any measuring devices, gaff
gauge, tire wear indicator, etc.) or reference copies of OSHA regulations and
company procedures. Safety inspections
should become acommon occurrence for
most personnel; however, it is suggested
to notify employees in advance of when
and why the inspection is being performed. This will allow for employee feedback of specific known problems prior to
the inspection. It also will prevent
employees from thinking you are trying to

See us at the Great Lakes Show, Booth 142. See us at the Atlantic Show, Booth 621.

surprise and catch them doing something
wrong.
While performing the inspection, it is
necessary to communicate with the
employee(s) whose equipment or procedures you are observing. Answer any
questions or clarify any confusion that
may arise at the time. The inspection
should be a learning experience for all
involved.
There should always be afollow-up to
any safety inspection, including any reports or forms to be completed promptly,
filed or forwarded as required by the
system or corporate safety officer. Department memos can be assembled or training sessions scheduled for any corrective
action needed. Also, spot checks can be
effective in updating safety awareness.
The follow-up will improve employee
awareness of management's concern for
safety.
Accident control is management's
responsibility. Senior management formulates policy and the supervisors interpret and support it by providing training,
enforcing safe work practices and performing their own duties in asafe manner.
All this helps develop the proper employee attitude toward safety, but there
must be other means of maintaining interest in safety and its enforcement.
Safety training can be obtained from
supervisory management when made
part of their yearly employee development
goals. Goals also should include improvements in the system's safety record from
previous years.
Employees should feel they are involved in making a contribution to the
work group. It is important for personnel
to be able to express their thoughts without fear of ridicule or retaliation by supervisors as this reduces strong, pent-up
emotions. Properly organized employee
committees can motivate employees and
allow them to blow off steam before
morale problems surface.
Company suggestion boxes are an excellent way to generate new ideas. This
also can be linked with company contests
or award programs that create competition among employees and are usually
very popular. They can be cost beneficial
to employees and company alike.
Aproperly planned safety program will
establish ahazard-free workplace for all
employees. Emphasizing safety on an ongoing basis shows that cable TV can be
an enjoyable and safe profession.
•
Reprinted from the ATC chief technician/
engineer training manual by permission of
ATC. Copyright 1986, American Television
and Communications Corp.

Reader Service Number 13.

Solve leakage problems
with a free Searcher
leakage detection monitor when you purchase
2 Spectrum 700A signal level meters. The
equipment you need at aprice you can afford!
YOUR KIND OF WORK DEMANDS OUR KIND OF QUALITY

Texscan

TEXSCAN INSTRUMENTS • 3169 NORTH SHADELAND AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA 46226 • (317) 545-4196
(800) 344-2412

At ALL Times
Most Locking Systems
and Sizes
Lockinator", Pedlock', Infertile,
Vendor, Padlock, etc.

170 Eileen Way •Syosset, N.Y. 11791 •Toll Free: 800-645-7600 •In NY: (516) 921-7080
See us at the Atlantic Show, Booth 603. Reader Service Number 14.

What's causing the problem?
The following article is an excerpt from the
Jones lntercable Qualified Installer Program manual.
To determine if aproblem is caused by
the customer's TV set or the cable after
the cable has been connected, use atest
set or small TV set in good working order
to test the cable. If the problem is the
customer's set, point out the differences
between the two sets, explaining the problem is not the cable.

Troubleshooting the installation
The goal of the installation is to produce
high quality pictures and sound on the
customer's set and high quality sound on
the FM receiver. Occasionally, there can
be problems with the picture quality,
sound quality or both once the installation
has been completed. When problems
occur, the installer should troubleshoot
the installation.
The installer is responsible for troubleshooting the drop from the tap port to the
TV set. It is assumed the installer has a
signal level meter, volt ohmmeter (VOM)
and a test set. Troubleshooting procedures can easily be changed when the
installer does not have one or more of
these testing devices.
Generally, the best troubleshooting
method is to start at the set and work your
way back to the tap, but experience will
at times tell you to try other ways. Reception problems are generally caused by
system problems, drop problems or set
problems.
The first step in troubleshooting is to
determine if the signal is good at the connection to the customer's set (or input to
converter, if used). If the signal levels are
not in the acceptable range, troubleshoot
the drop using the troubleshooting guide
to help you find the problem. As you work
your way back through the drop, you will
be looking for unexpected changes in
signal level. Let's work through an example to show you how this works.
Let's assume you measured a —20
dBmV on Channel W (36) and —10 dBmV
on Channel 2. From 0to 10 dBmV is the
range of signal levels that produces quality pictures, so you can see that the signal
levels are quite low. It is helpful to know
that coaxial cable causes signal levels to
36
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decrease at different rates, depending on
which channel you're measuring. For ex-

and connect the other end to the output
of any splitters if used, the ground block

ample, RG-59 will cause the signal level
of Ch. W (36) to decrease about 2dB for
every 100 feet of cable that the signal

and then the tap. If the picture quality suddenly gets better, you know that you've

passes through, but will cause signal level
of Ch. W to decrease about 4.5 dB for
every 100 feet of cable. With a —20 dBmV
on Ch. W at the set and 50 feet of RG-59
between the ground block and the set, you
should expect about —17.5 to —18 dBmV
at the ground block.
If the signal level is much higher than
this (by 2dB or more), there is aproblem
in this part of the drop. Repair or replace
this part of the drop as required. If the
signal level is close to this or if the signal
is still low after repairs, continue troubleshooting. The ground block should not
cause more than a 0.5 dB loss in signal
level, splitters (if used) should cause aloss
of about 3.5 dB or 7dB depending on how
many ports the splitter has and which port
you use. Most splitters are marked so you
can easily tell this. Traps should not cause
more than a0.5 dB loss each. Use this procedure until you find the problem(s) or
reach the tap port. You should measure
a minimum signal level of +7 dBmV on
Ch. 2and +11 dBmV on the highest channel your system uses. If signal levels are
lower than this, report this to your supervisor. Arrange to have a service call
scheduled and explain this to the
customer.
If the installer does not have a signal
level meter, there are two ways to proceed.
If atest set is available, connect the drop
to it. If the test set also shows a bad picture, then you know you have aproblem
in the drop or in the cable system. Continue by making atest jumper from about
200 feet non-messenger cable with Ffittings on each end. If you do clot have atest
set, make the test jumper and proceed.
Plug one end of the jumper into the TV set

just bypassed the defective part of the
drop. To test asplitter or ground block, disconnect the input connector and connect
the jumper to the input cable with an F-81
splice. If you still have abad picture when
you connect the test jumper to the tap, you
have a system problem. Reconnect all
parts of the drop and report the problem
to your supervisor. Coil the jumper and
store in your truck for future use.
If the signal levels measured good
and/or the test set shows good pictures,
troubleshoot through any converters, decoders and connecting jumpers that are
used. If none are used, or the picture is
still bad, then you have a set problem.
Refer to the troubleshooting guide for any
consumer adjustable controls that might
solve the problem. If the problem cannot
be solved with control adjustments, there
is a problem with the set. Discuss the
system policy for set problems with your
supervisor.

Troubleshooting guide
To help you in troubleshooting, examples of possible problems you might
experience have been divided into three
areas: sound, picture and miscellaneous.

Sound problems
Symptom: Picture but no sound
Causes/solutions:
1) Bad or improperly adjusted converter
—Adjust converter if applicable or replace converter.
2) Bad set—Verify with test set if available. If unable to resolve, contact
supervisor and follow system policy
3)
4)

5)

"Generally, the best
troubleshooting method
is to start at the set and
work your way back to
the tap."
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for set problem.
Volume turned down—Turn volume up.
Wrong audio i
nputs selected on set—
Make sure any audio switches on set
are positioned correctly.
Earphone plugged into earphone jack

—Unplug earphone.
Bad audio leads from VCR or stereo
decoder—Verify good sound with test
set. If unable to resolve, contact
supervisor.
Symptom: No sound; FM receiver

6)

Causes/solutions:

1)
2)

3)

Low signal—Troubleshoot under
"snowy picture" guide.
Bad FM receiver—Verify with test FM
receiver if available. Contact supervisor.
System problem—Contact supervisor.

—Move to TV position.

1)

17) Bad stereo decoder—Bypass to
verify. Replace if company supplied.
Inform customer if it is customer's
decoder.
18) Ingress (ignition or impulse noise)—
or damaged drop cable; repair or replace. Check with test jumper from

fine-tuned one channel off—Finetune to correct channel.
Symptom: Black border at top or bottom
of screen
Causes/solutions:
1) Vertical control on set out of adjust-

tap. If still there, it could be system
problem. It can also be caused by set

2)

Most likely caused by loose Ffittings

Picture problems
Symptom: Snow, no picture
Causes/solutions:
1)
2)
3)
4)

5)

Drop not connected to tap—Retrace
line, make connection.
Drop failure—Troubleshoot drop.
Bad matching transformer—Replace.
No AC to converter—Check outlet
with VOM or use a lamp, etc. Try another converter. If using remote, try
switching converter on/off. Replace
batteries or remote if needed.
Bad converter—Replace converter. If
converter is addressable, request office to"restart" converter. Replace if
it won't work.

6)

System outage—Contact office to
verify outage; report to supervisor.
Symptom: Snowy pictures
Causes/solutions:
1)

Loose Ffittings—Check and tighten
all Ffittings, replace any that are not
installed correctly.

2)
3)

6)

Bad converter—Replace.
Bad drop cable—Troubleshoot drop,
replace complete length of defective
cable. Splicing drop is not permitted.
Bad matching transformer—Replace.
Splitters bad, installed wrong (backwards) i a reconnect or possibly
illegal—Troubleshoot splitter, make
sure it is installed properly; remove
illegals.
Wrong type splitter (FM) used for set

7)

—Use p'oper splitter.
Staples through drop cable—Re-

4)
5)

place damaged cable.
Bad decoders, traps, filters—Replace.
Low signal from tap—Verify and contact supervisor.
10) Bad set—Verify if test set is available;
contact supervisor; follow system
policy for set problem.
11) Cable hooked to UHF terminals—
Connect to VHF terminals.
12) 75/300 switch in wrong position—Put

8)
9)

switch i
icorrect position.
13) Bad VCR (if used)—Bypass VCR to
verify.
14) VCR hooked up backwards—Hook
up correctly.
15) Bad A/B switch (for converter, VCR,
computer, video game, etc.)—Bypass
switch. Replace switch if company
supplied. Inform customer if it is customer's switch.
16) TV/monitor switch in wrong position

plugged into same circuit as electric
motor. Try another circuit.
19) Sun outage—Explain sun outage to
customer.
Symptom: Horizontal lines rolling through
picture
Causes/solutions:
1) Bad converter—Replace.
2) Bad set—Verify with test set if available. If unable to resolve call supervisor. Follow system policy for set
problem.
3) System problem—Contact supervisor.
Symptom: Herringbone pattern
Causes/solutions:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Loose F fittings—Tighten fittings.
Damaged drop cable—Troubleshoot;
replace as needed.
Bad converter—Replace.
Fine-tuning off—Fine-tune set, VCR,

converter.
5) System problem—Contact supervisor.
Symptom: Ghosts
Causes/solutions:
1) Loose Ffittings—Check and tighten.
2)
3)
4)

Damaged drop cable—Troubleshoot
and replace as needed.
Low signal—Troubleshoot drop, repair
as needed.
Bad matching transformer—Replace.

5)

Direct pickup—Try with converter. If
ghost disappears set will need converter to solve problem.
6) System problem—Contact supervisor.
Symptom: Vertical roll
Causes/solutions:
1) Loose Ffittings—Check and tighten.
2)
3)

TV set controls—Adjust vertical
control.
Bad converter—Replace.

4)

Bad TV set—Verify with test set if
available. If unable to resolve, contact
supervisor and follow system policy
for set problem.
5) System problem—Contact supervisor.
Symptom: Flash or blip in picture
Cause/solution:
1)

2)

Set is tuned to wrong channel—Turn
set to proper channel.
Set is on right channel number, but is

Sweep pulse from headend every few
seconds—Explain to customer this is
a test signal the company puts in
system.

Symptom: Channels off by one channel
Causes/solutions:

ment—Recheck control setting.
Bad set—Verify with test set. If unable
to resolve contact supervisor and
follow system policy for set problem.

3) System problem—Contact supervisor.
Symptom: White border at top or bottom
of screen
Cause/solution:
1) System problem—Contact supervisor.
Symptom: No picture; blank white screen;
no snow, no audio
Causes/solutions:
1) Bad TV tuner—Verify with test set if
available. If unable to resolve, contact
supervisor and follow system policy
for set problem.
2) Bad converter—Replace.
Symptom: Distorted picture/bright white
washed-out screen/buzzing audio
Cause/solution:
1) System problem—Contact supervisor.

Miscellaneous
Symptom: Converter won't turn on or
won't turn set on
Causes/solutions:
1) No AC from wall outlet—Check for
possible wall switch in off position.
Possible bad receptacle. Test with
VOM. Try another outlet.
2) No AC from converter to outlet—Try
another converter.
3) Bad set—Verify with test set if available. Contact supervisor and follow
system policy for set problem.
Symptom: Handset won't change channel
Causes/solutions:
1) Set not on correct channel—Turn set
to correct channel.
2) Low handset batteries—Change
batteries.
3) Bad handset—Replace handset.
4) Bad converter—Replace converter.
Symptom: Remote won't turn set on or off
Causes/solutions:
1) Set not plugged into converter—Plug
set into converter.
2) Low handset batteries—Replace
batteries.
3) Bad handset—Replace handset.
4) Bad converter—Replace it.
•
Reprinted with permission from the Jones
Intercable Qualified Installer Program
manual.
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Productivity study
Canadian system productivity
increase due to NCTI training
Canadian system productivity
increase due to experience
California system productivity
increase due to experience

First month
(beginning of study)

Second month

Ninth month

Six h month

12th month
(end of study)

It's back-to-school time again
It's that time again when most households are faced with someone going back
to school. NCTI enrolls and graduates
students all year long so this time of year
does not seem so special. However, since
so many people are thinking about training we would like to take this opportunity
to discuss it.
In almost every industry survey we, the
operations people, rank training in the top
five categories of greatest need. While the
need exists, the budget is often not available to do the job. The reason it is difficult
to get the dollars for training is that man-

Training pays in real dollars as well as
in better customer satisfaction and less
churn. NCTI has experienced more than
a 30 percent increase in student enrollments so far this year. More and more sys-

study for your system that will give you the
hard facts to present to management. It
takes work and recordkeeping on your
part, but it could pay off with abigger training budget and smoother system opera-

tems are taking advantage of the savings
and benefits that training provides.
It's your job to convince management
that dollars in the training budget are a
good investment. If you are interested,

tion—all of which will make your life easier.
So, back to school? Let's talk about it.
For more information call Byron Leech,
(303) 761-8554; or write to National Cable

NCTI can help you devise a productivity

agement is not generally made aware of
how this can affect the bottom line.
Because it is adirect, up-front expense,
it's usually considered an expense only.
If they were faced with the purchase of
office equipment, but could see that it
would pay for itself in the first year of use
and also would eliminate the need for additional personnel to meet the demands
of growth, management would probably
find the budget to purchase the equipment. In 1984 NCTI did a productivity
study in two similarly sized systems in California and Canada. One used NCTI training and one did not. The system that
trained their people did the same amount
of work over the year with two less people and saved the company four times the
amount that it cost to train those people
(see accompanying figure).
38
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Tech
Tips
To simply complete service requests
in a timely manner may not be sufficient. One must minimize the requests.
In order to minimize service calls and
achieve continued reliability, one must
maintain the system plant at all times.
Steps which should be policy for all
systems are as follows:
1) picture quality and signal checks at
the headend each day.
2) daily sweeping of the plant. Each
active component should be rechecked

Television Institute, P.O. Box 27277,
Denver, Colo. 80227.
•
twice ayear.
3) ameans of monitoring the longest
cascades for the sole purpose of pointing out potential problems before our
customers do.
4) the timely completion of service requests. A next-day service commitment must be met to minimize consumer irritation.
5) All outages must be addressed the
same day and in most cases resolved
within 60 minutes.
6) On-call technicians must be available 24 hours per day, seven days a
week.
Subscribers today demand and deserve the best possible service at all
times. Only well-trained and totally
dedicated service personnel will survive as the future service technician.
— Wes De Vail
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lle SACHS®

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
to

Me

o ften

our customers,

to "Thank
the System
don't take time to say
You" Operat ors,

and
I feel I
must
say THANKS
i
Engineers,
Technicians,
and Installers who have,
over
the last 14 years, supp orte d and assisted us
n our
growth and development.
As a result of the support from the cable community,
Sachs is now able to say Thanks by offering expanded
services to the industry in the form of FULL TRAINING
SEMINARS on product applications, with our larger field
training staff, INSTALLATION TRAINING at our new DenVer,
CO. facility; MAREHOUSING in Denver to provide shorter
lead times on product delivery.
Another way of expressing our gratitude is by offering
the new SC
TRAINING AND INSTALLATION KIT (S.T.I.K.)
program.
At last, the System Operator has the opportunity
to combine Sachs

training,

services,

and products.

It is our sincerest desire to continue servicing you
and addressing your needs through new and innovative
products and programs

for years

to come.

S in cerely

SACHS COMMUNICATIONS INC.

0

SACHS COMMUNICATIONS INC
New York • Colorado
Tel.: 1-600-361-3685

0

CHS CANADA INC.
SA
745 Avoca Ave. Dorvat, Que. I-19P 1G4
Tel :(514) 636-6560

.

Cl

k SACKS®
SCO7

SCO3EK

cee ea eve
IN1-RODUCING

SOU K
SACHS TRAINING INSTALLATION KIT

PROGRAM
FEATURING

• SaxPak 100 PLUS
Ett
• SaxPak 300 PLUS
K\ts of100 and 300 \nstalls tor

MESSENGER
or
NON MESSENGER
Systems

A9, ArreaLeck &Lee
P eteded 4rteie
GOOD REASONS
TO TRY...

•••eftes6eereedeéiteaeiess.
I. Acquaints the System Operator with the full product
line so products can be selected that best meet the
system's needs.
2. The S.T.I.K. exchange program allows the System
Operator to exchange unused products for equal
dollar value for products that more accurately meet
the System's needs.
3. Introduction S.T.I.K. Package includes FREE product
application training (a $ 300."° value) for installation
staff.
4. Will provide training for sub contractors to assist
system in contract labor and quality control to project
positive company image within service community.
5. Use of products included in the S.T.I.K. package may
reduce future service calls by as much as 25 %.
6. Extended life of products reduces lifetime costs of
drop installation. Long term versos short term costing.
7. Helps reduce labor costs by 12 to 20 %
8. U.L. listed approval for Sachs Ground Block and
Ground Strap COMBINATION.
9. No freight charge on SaxPak 300M Plus or SaxPak
300 Plus.
10. Receive six FREE SC50 Terminal Wrenches with
purchase.

ee.

coafie.

SC42 --0
SCO2M
tj

SCO2

The

SILK Programs.,
NON MESSENGER CABLE

MESSENGER CABLE
SaxPak 100M PLUS

SaxPak 100 PLUS

SaxPak 300M PLUS

SaxPak 300 PLUS

• EACH SaxPak INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING FOR MESSENGER OR NON-MESSENGER SYSTEMS:

SCO2MF: DROP CLAMP, MESSENGER CABLE
SCO3E:
"ECONOSPAN" SPAN CLAMP
SC05-2:
7" CABLE SUPPORT STRAP
SC09:
SPLITTER RING NUT
SC10-2:
"S" CLIP
SC12DS81:GRD BLOCK WITH F81 CONNECTOR
SC13-1:
6 1/2" COPPER GROUND STRAP
"P" TYPE HOUSE HOOK
SC15-1:
SC18-19:
"SAXXON" CABLE CLIP
SC19:
"U" CABLE CLIP
"U" CLIP FOR GROUNDWIRE
SC21:
SC22-6:
COPPER GROUND CONNECTOR
SC25-1:
FASTENING/MOUNTING SCREWS
SC26-1:
OMNI HOUSE HOOK
SC28-1:
IDENTIFICATION TAG
SC46D:
BRACKET, DUAL GROUND

SCO2:
DROP CLAMP, NON MESSENGER
SC03-2:
SPAN CLAMP WITH 2 PIGTAIL HOOKS
SC05-2:
7" CABLE SUPPORT STRAP
SC09:
SPLITTER RING NUT
SC12DS81:GRD BLOCK WITH F81 CONNECTOR
SC13-1:
6 1/2" COPPER GROUND STRAP
"P" TYPE HOUSE HOOK
SC15-1:
"SAXXON" CABLE CLIP
SC18-19:
SC19:
"U" CABLE CLIP
"U" CLIP FOR GROUND WIRE
SC21:
COPPER GROUND CONNECTOR
SC22-6:
FASTENING/MOUNTING SCREWS
SC 25-1:
SC28-1
IDENTIFICATION TAG
BRACKET, DUAL GROUND
SC46D:

SACHS

e

Manufacturer of Quality Drop Installation Hardware

For more information fill in and send the reader inquiry
card enclosed in this issue or,
call TOLL FREE
TEL: 1-800-361-3685
FAX: 1-514-636-0794

SACHS COMMUNICATIONS

SACHS COMMUNICATIONS
1885 West Darmouth Ave. Unit 1.
Englewood, Co. 80110,

See us at the Atlantic Show, Booth 245.
Reader Service Number 15.

30 West Service Road,
Champlain, N.Y. 12919-9703
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Simply circle the number(s) below corresponding to
products of interest!

Name
Title
Company Name
Address
City

ZIP

State

Phone Number (

FREE INFORMATION

Reader Service Card

September 1988 (Valid until November 1988).
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Installer/Technician magazine is distributed FREE

each month to qualified cable TV personnel. Before
you can qualify you MUST fill out this form completely. Incomplete forms will not be processed.
1) Iwish to receive
Li Yes 0 No

INSTALLER
TECHNICIAN

Name

Installer/Technician FREE

describes your firm's primary
business (check only one)
[ Independent Cable Operator
'MS0 (two or more cable TV

[J

systems)
Independent Contractor
Mecrovrave or Telephone Company

[1 SMATV or DBS Operator
MOS. STV or LPTV Operator
Government Agency
Educational TV Station. School or
Library
Other _

(Please Print or type)

(please describe)

3) In the performance of my lob I
authorize, specify or recommend pro-

Title

ducts and/or services for purchase
I'Yes I No

Company Name
Address
City

2) Please check the category that best

State

Signature

ZIP

4) Primarily my responsibilities involve
iIInside Plant (working within one
specific office)

Date

I Outside Plant (wOrking outside of
your company's office environment, le . in a mobile unit. at
various locations on adaily basis)

IT 9/88

The ST.LK. program... see our ad in this issue

SACHS

Date
Title

Name

Phone

Company
Address
City

State
D

Zip

Please contact me immediately at the above number for more information
on the S.T.I.K. program.

O

Please send me literature immediately on the S.T.I.K. program.

D Iam presently using the following Sachs products in my system :

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
(i) With every SaxPak 100 Plus ordered
Sachs will add 3SC50 TOOLS at no extra charge
(ii) With every SaxPak 300 Plus ordered
Sachs will add 6SC50 TOOLS at no extra charge.
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Decibels (Part 4)
By Ron Hranac
Jones Intercable Inc.
The power levels of RF signals carried on a cable system are quite small, especially when compared
with other forms of RF communications. A CB radio for example transmits 4watts, alocal AM radio station
about 5,000 watts and the two-way radio in your company vehicle about 35 watts. On the other hand, a
headend processor output is 4.2 milliwatts (0.0042 watts or +55 dBmV) and atypical signal in asubscriber's
home is 0.00004217 milliwatts (+5 dBmV).
Expressing cable system RF signal levels in watts can be cumbersome; once again, the magic of the
decibel simplifies the mathematics of cable television. The following chart provides aconversion between
dBmV and milliwatts (across a75 ohm impedance). The formulas from which this chart was derived, along
with examples of how to use them, are on the next page.
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To convert dBmV to milliwatts, use the formula
(dBmV -48.75)

milliwatts

= 10

10

To convert milliwatts to dBmV, use the formula
dBmV

= 48.75 + [10log io (milliwatts)]

Examples
Problem
The output of aline extender is +48 dBmV. What is that signal level in watts?
Solution
First, convert dBmV to milliwatts using the formula
BmV - 48.75)

milliwatts

10
( 48 - 48.75)
=

10

=
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=
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075)

= 0.841395 mW
Since 1milliwatt is 0.001 watt, you must divide milliwatts by 1,000 to determine wads. Therefore, 0.841395
milliwatts/1,000 = 0.000841395 watts.
Problem
Convert 1milliwatt to dBmV.
Solution
Use the formula
dBmV

= 48.75 + [10log io(milliwatt)]
= 48.75 + [1010g 10 (1)]
= 48.75 + [10(0)]
= 48.75 + [0]
= 48.75 dBmV
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Quality Reconditioned
Test and Measurement Instruments

coNT,..c
CAM TV
..st.Laes

Signal Level Meters
Spectrum Analyzers
Network Analyzers
Sweep Generators
Microwave/Waveguide Components
hp

Tektronix

Riser Bond

Texscan

CONTRACT INSTALLERS, INC.
UHF R&M) Equipped Trucks •Uniformed Installers
HOUSE INSTALLATIONS
Aerial Underground Pre-wire
APARTMENT INSTALLATIONS
Post wire Pre-wire Commercial Budding
Tap Audits

Wavete k

Install or flemoe Imps and/or Comeners
Drop change c.e. lo. System Rebuke

Calibration and Repair Service
gnittamEnti

LENNY FISCHER

PO. Box 1564

(414) 582-7087

Appleton, Wisconsin 54913-1564

800- 234-7434

SIGNAL LEVEL METER REPAIR
Prompt, Professional Service
at Reasonable Prices

RITE CABLE CONSTRUCTION, INC.
Aerial

and Underground Coaxial

Optic Cable

JGL

Contract

and Fiber

Installation Nationwide

Installers Also Available

ELECTRONICS, INC.
10081AakiStreetWest
4425 BLACK STONE DRIVE
INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA 48237
317 783.6130

Valdese, North Carolina 28690

EARNEST E. BLISS

704-874-4202

Operations Manager

LUCE.

PUBLJCAT1ONS CORP.

Long Cable Electronics, Inc.
For the Finest in Converter Repair"

Nell Anderson

"Equipment Brokered"

Account Executive

Call Ned:
518-393-5415
1228 Albany Street, Schenectady, NY 12304
See us at the Eastern Show, Booth 1423.
See us at the Great Lakes Show, Booth 441.

COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY •CABLE STRATEGIES
INSTALLER/TECHNICIAN
12200 E Elnarwood Ave •Suite 250 •Englewood, Colo 80112 •(303) 792-0023
Mailing Address PO Box 3208 •Englewood, Colo 80155
TELEFAX (303) 792-3320
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capability to control signal flow for the
inbound cable.
The signal path can be turned on, off
or attenuated 6 dB under control of the
LANguard system software. Two LED indicators on the top of the module show the
current state of the switch. The module
uses RF relays and the circuit is designed
to fail safe so loss of control results in a
default on state.
For additional information, contact AM
Communications, 1900 AM Dr., P.O. Box
505, Quakertown, Pa. 18951, (215) 5361354; or circle #131 on the reader service
card.
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Headend combiner
Pico Macom introduced the Model
PHC-12 passive headend combiner, designed for applications requiring high isolation, non-amplified combining. It features 12 inputs, amaximum insertion loss
of 16 dB and port-to-port isolation of 40 dB.
It also is lightweight and rack mountable.
For further details, contact Pico
Macom, 12500 Foothill Blvd., Lakeview
Terrace, Calif. 91342, (818) 897-0028; or
circle #133 on the reader service card.

Oscilloscope
Available from B&K-Precision, the
Model 1541A 40 MHz oscilloscope has
1 mV sensitivity and V-mode operation.
This allows two signals, unrelated in frequency, to be displayed in sync simultaneously for comparing signals from different timebase sources. The unit also
has 5mV full-bandwidth sensitivity, offer-

Switcher
AM Communications' RTS-1 is aplugin module for use in Jerrold JN or JX
Series dual-cable trunk amplifiers. It is
controlled by AM's TMC-8051 amplifier
status monitor module and provides the

efet,
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Service Ready Vans

Demolition tool
Allied introduced the boom-mounted
Concrete Cruncher for crushing concrete,
cutting rebar and assisting in loading
debris at the job site. It has 360° full
rotating swing and twin rod cylinder power.
According to the company, noise levels
and dust are significantly minimized.
For further information, contact Allied,
5800 Harper Rd., Solon, Ohio 44139, (216)
248-2600; or circle #129 on the reader
service card.

Truck Racks

Steel Truck Caps

LIGHT DUTY
TRUCK
EQUIPMENT

ing flat response over its entire range.
Additional features include 20 calibrated sweeps, a high brightness rectangular CRT with internal graticule and
scale illumination video sync separators,
x-y operation, z-axis input, sum and difference capability and Ch. 1output.
For more details, contact B&K-Precision, Maxtec International, 6470 W. Cortland St., Chicago, III. 60635, (312) 8891448; or circle #130 on the reader service
card.

Cross Over Boxes

VANGUARD Pick-Up & Van Racks
ADRIAN STEEL CO. Van Interiors
DELTA Crossover & Sidemount Boxes
TOOL VAULT Storage Chests
WHELEN Strobe Lights • UNITY Spotlights
GROTE Rotating Lights • GEM TOP Truck Caps
THUG BUG Alarm Systems
We offer the Largest
Selection of Werner
Fiberglass Ladders &
Accessories in the
Northeast.

Installation Available
VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS

"ALL UNITS ARE IN STOCK"

LYN/LAD TRUCK EQUIPMENT

Reader Service Number /6.

Div. of Lynn Ladder &Scaffolding

EASTERN NEW ENGLAND
220 SOUTH COMMON ST.. WEST LYNN, MA 01905
1-800-225-2510 .1-617-598-6010

WESTERN NEW ENGLAND
164 WESTERN AVE.,WEST SPRINGFIELD, MA 01089
1-800-338-0303 .1-413-733-8899

See us at the Atlantic Show, Space VI.
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See us at the Atlantic Show,
Booths 560, 562 & 564.

Cable...
The technical frontier..
These are the textbooks of anew generation.
Their purpose:
To educate readers on important cable television topics.
To provide the most current and reliable information available.
To teach new methods and new solutions.
To boldly go where no books have gone before.

Cable Television by William Grant
A comprehensive guide to CATV
technology, examining its equipment,
systems and methodology, as well as
many other important facets of the
workings of cable television. Perfect
for beginners and veterans alike.
Second edition—just revised.
SCTE member cost -$29.00
Cost from publisher -$32.00

Understanding Lightwave
Transmission: Application of Fiber
Optics by William Grant
An introduction to lightwave
transmission systems and the
equipment and optical fibers used in
such systems. Also explains the
characteristics of lightwaves and
optical fibers themselves. This
excellent book will give you the edge
on this important technical area.
SCTE member cost -$35.00
Cost from publisher -$39.00

Cable Communications by Thomas
F. Baldwin and D. Stevens McVoy
An insightful look at the CATV
industry, encompassing its
technology, services, organization,
operations, and future. Features
special appendices on cable
regulations, networks, policies, costs
and audience survey methods.
Second edition.
SCTE member cost -$35.00
Cost from publisher -$41.00

Now available from
the Society of Cable Television Engineers!

SCIE

To order: All orders must be prepaid. Shipping and handling costs
are included. All prices are in U.S. dollars. SCTE accepts
MasterCard and Visa. To qualify for SCTE member prices, avalid
SCTE Identification Number is required, or acomplete membership
applicaton with dues payment must be included with this order.

Send orders to:
SCTE
669 Exton Commons
Exton, PA 19341

Reader Service Number 17.

September
Sept. 7-9: Eastern Show,
Atlanta Merchandise Mart,
Atlanta. Contact Nancy
Horne, (404) 252-2454.
Sept. 8: SCTE Central California Meeting Group technical seminar on satellite
technology. Contact Andrew
Valles, (209) 453-7791; or Dick
Jackson, (209) 384-2626.
Sept 9: SCTE Upstate New
York Meeting Group technical seminar on fiber optics,
The Lodge on the Green,
Corning, N.Y. Contact Ed
Pickett, (716) 325-1111.
Sept. 12-14: SCTE Technical
Training Seminar, Harvey
Hotel, Dallas. Contact (215)
363-6888.
Sept. 13: SCTE Central Illinois Meeting Group BCT/E
review course on Category VI,
Sheraton Inn, Normal, Ill.

Contact Tony Lasher, (217)
784-8390.
Sept. 13-15: Magnavox
CATV training seminar, Columbus, Ohio. Contact Amy
Costello, (800) 448-5171.
Sept. 17: SCTE Inland Empire Meeting Group technical seminar. Contact Michael
Lajko, (208) 263-4070.
Sept. 19-21: Siecor Corp.
technical seminar on fiberoptic cable testing, Hickory,
N.C. Contact (704) 327-5539.
Sept. 20-22: Magnavox
CATV training seminar,
Detroit. Contact Amy Costello,
(800) 448-5171.
Sept. 20-22: C-COR Electronics technical seminar,
Kansas City, Mo. Contact
Shelley
Parker,
(800)
233-2267.
Sept. 21: SCTE North Central Texas Chapter technical
seminar. Contact Vern Kahler,

Now Cable TV
Can Be More Than
Meets The Eye.
Introducing Galactic Radio
Cable TV has always stood for great home video entertainment.
But now there's more than meets the eye!
Introducing Galactic Radio, high quality FM stereo available for
your subscribers. Galactic Radio gives you seven great stations to
choose from, from contemporary to classical. Plus up to 56 minutes
of music per hour, so you enjoy less talk and more of your favorite
tunes.
If you're d cable operator, call Jeff Hansen or Beth Adams for
more information about the latest and greatest addition to cable TV.
With Galactic Radio, we make music magic.

Phone:
(303) 792-3111

Upcoming
Oct. 4-6: Atlantic Show,
Convention Center, Atlantic City, N.J.
Oct. 18-20: Mid-America Show, Hyatt Regency, Kansas City, Mo.
Dec. 7-9: Western
Show, Convention Center, Anaheim, Calif.
Feb. 22-24: Texas
Show, Convention Center, San Antonio, Texas.
May 21-24:
NCTA
Show,
Convention
Center, Dallas.

(817) 265-7766.
Sept. 21: SCTE North Jersey
Chapter technical seminar on
signal leakage. Contact Art
Muschler, (201) 672-1397.
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Ben Hughes/Cable Prep

19

BradPTS

3

Cable TV Supply

7

Galactic Radio
Hughes Microwave
ISS Engineering
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28-31
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Lynn Ladder

48

Microwave Filter

25

NCTI

23

Sachs

39-43

SCTE

49

Sencore

51

Toner Cable Equipment

50

50

Lemco Tool Corp.

Telecrafter

INC.

2

Authorized Parts

Texscan Instruments

GALACTIC RADIO,

Sept. 26-29: Siecor Corp.
technical seminar on fiberoptic installation and splicing
for LANS, building and campus applications, Hickory,
N.C. Contact (704) 327-5539.
Sept. 27: SCTE Satellite
Tele -Seminar Program,
"Standby power supply maintenance with automatic performance monitoring," 12-1
p.m. ET on Transponder 7of
Satcom F3R. Contact (215)
363-6888.
Sept. 27-29: Great Lakes
Expo, Cobo Hall, Detroit.
Contact Steve Smith, (517)
351-5800.
Sept. 27-29: SCTE Great
Lakes Chapter technical
seminar. Contact Daniel
Leith, (313) 549-8288.
Sept. 27-29: Magnavox
CATV training seminar,
Chicago.
Contact Amy
Costello, (800) 448-5171.

Viewsonics

8
35
13
12 & 35

Track Down Tough To
Find CA TV, MATV And
FDistribution Troubles
'

11111.1

111
1,

• All Channel Digital Tuner
(5 -890 MHz)
• 5Microvolt Sensitivity With
Autoranged Attenuator
• Exclusive Frequency Offset
Readout
• Automatic S/N And Hum On InUse Channel
• Integrated VVideband Monitor
• AC/DC Volts Measurements
Through RF Input

IN 01. TY TIMIO •

TTITO Mee

l0096 American Made and
Sacked by Senc-are's 78096
"Made Right" Lletima
Guarantee

With The F 74: CHANNELIZER SR.

TM

TeRF Signal Analyzer
$3495 Patented

Send For Free FS74 Brochure

Call 1-800-843-3338
la Canada ;-800-6.51-8866
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1\ICCD1=t
3200 Sencore Drive Sioux Falls, South Dakota 571C7

•
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LEADING
THE INDUSTRY
WITH STAR PRODUCTS...

altituar

Authorized Parts Company
CATV Converter Repair Parts and Supplies.
208 Berg Street •Algonquin, IL 60102 e312-658-6900 •518-374-1113
See us at the Great Lakes Show, Booth 535.
See us at the Atlantic Show, Booth 361.

Reader Service Number 20.

